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PRICE 4 CENTS

bulled corn, homemade candy, pop,
occurred in the Maine woods.
A
corn, aprons and fancy articles.
party of six young men from Rum for#
Tbe ladies serving at the various
started on a blunting trip.
Four of
tables were:
Fancy work, Mrs. M,
them
went
in
one
direction
and
the
S. Hutchins, Mrs. M. S. Kelley; veg
other two went by another trail. Ai
etables, Mrs. Charles Sweetser, Mrs.
Tiie receipts from the
Harvest D T. Hamden; candy and popcorn, Fiftieth Anniversary Celebrated— de u Quiiimfcy, the unfortunate young
Saturday, November 20 was a busy
man was in the smaller planty and
sale held at the Pariah House last Mrs. Fremont Scainman, Miss Rosie
day for North Franklin Grange. The
Another Hunting Accident
while making bis way with, hie com
week on Thursday by the Social Ser Kelley; food, Mrs. N. E. Wells, Mrs.
meeting wais called to order by the
Near Cupsuptic Lake.
panion received a shot in the middle
vice club were over $30 and the lad Frank Richardson, Mrs. W . V. LarWorthy Master Norman E,
Butler
of the throat from a member of the
ies are very well satisfied with the rabee, Mrs. L. G. Voter.
with a large attendance.
Visitors
oilier group who supposed he was
(Special Correspondence.)
results. There was a very good at
were
present
from
neighboring
The general committee were Mrs.
Young Qudmby
Rangeley, November 23.— Mists Fayaf shooting at a deer.
tendance.
Granges, coming from Strong, Mad
N. E. W ells, Mrs. George Dennison,
Worthiey left Saturday for a visit lived about three quarters of an iiour
The articles on sate consisted of Mrs. W. H. Austin, Mrs. L. G. Vot
rid and Rumford.
The Lecturer
The body was
with friends in Lewiston and Port after the accident.
took great pairs in decorating the
cooked food, vegetables, canned fruit, er.
brought to Mt. View, where Under
land.
officers’ tables.
Baskets were made
G. W. Picke! returned home Sat taker O. R. Rowe tcok charge of
from pumpkins and squashes then fill
Qnimby was a paper
urday from a two w e e k s ’ trip to the remains.
et -. with fruit which looked very
mak— by trade and was a native of |
Fo-tlaud, Boston and New York.
pretty.
The third degree was then
The accident occur re
George Benson is having a piazza Mexico, Me.
worked by the degree staff on Otto
near Savage’s Camps, Cupsuptic Lak |
built on h,is house.
and Lura Badger and Ella RichardFriday afternoon, Mr. and
Mrs. !
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Haley have re
sen.
As it wais our good fortune to
turned from Camp Caprice. Mr. and William' T. Hoar celebrated the 50th j
j have State Lecturer Purjngton with
Mrs.. George Cates of Phillips were anniversary of their marriage. Many;
j us the degree was followed by rerecent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Haley.
Ia the afternoon a reeept-1
by, lllm " 1,W> wers' “ *«■«<«
During their visit Mr. Cates sihot a tl„» day.
\A and dainty refreshment
^ th
closest attention.
All
Cue deer, the first one lie
ever ion was held
regretted
his
not
being
able
*
to
be
shot.
of punch and cookies were served to
with us at the afternoon session. A
24
guests.
A
very
beautiful
anni
Orren H ink ley of Kingfield visited
f;ne dinner was served in the ban
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Ilinkiey,
Mrs. versary cake made by Mrs. Ernest
quet hall.
Lucy Hinkley and other relatives ,the Robbins and decorated by Mrs. P.
The afternoon session was called
L Tracy was among the gifts. Other
past week.-*
the
Haviland cihina salad to order about 2 o’clock and
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Herrick return gifts were:
bowl,
Mrs.
Frank
Badger;
embroiderf
°
urth
degree
wais
worked
on
a
class
ed Saturday from Hobart’s Camps,
Then came the program,
where they have been the past sea ed *doily and white rose, Mrs. E. T. of three.
Wha* is your
Hoar; Haviland china salad bowl, Mrs which was opened with singing by
son.
preference in • re
Eugene Soule and Harry Kimball Henry Badger;* percale and towels ^he Country Choir,” consisting of
peating shotgun—handreturned
Monday afternoon with two Mrs. O. R. Rowe; pair of t o w e l s , *^rs- Clara French, Mts. George Bean
operated or autoloading?
fine
deer
to their credit as a result Mrs. H. O. Huntoon; Golden Wed Mrs. Frank Haley, Mrs. N. E. Wells,
If Hand-operated, you know the Reming.
of
their
recent
hunting trip.
ding booklet, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kim Mrs. W. E. Gates, Mrs. Biion Wing,
Pump Gun. Everybody knows it.
Laura Foster is visiting at R. P. ball, Lynn, Mass.; sheets and pillow’ Messrs. Otto Badger, N. E. Butler,
If autoloading, then get your dealer to show you
th« Romington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun — an arm
slips, Mrs. E. P. McCard, Mrs. Eben Dana Sweet, with Mrs. Carl Be«dy
Crosby’s.
that is performing in a w^y to show sportsmen that here
Rowe
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish; pil at the piano, tbe ladies dressed
Mis®
Alice
Sweetser
is
working
at last is an autoloading shotgun that worlds.
Reading, Eva
low
cases,
Mrs. Rod Brackett; pair in “ ye olden style.”
for
Mrs.
Geo.
Bsty.
R em in gton -U M C Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns
Booker;
solo,
Let
tie
Gates;
conun
of
blankets,
Mr.
and
MrsDaniel
Miss Madge CarU, who bos been
are sold b r dealers everywhere.
F ind the one who shows
the 'R.aJ Ball Mark mf fycmtrr’iui- UMC—the sign of Sports
Jolly drums, for 15 minutes.
\ siting her cousin', Mrs. J. D. Vau Hoar; old ivory salad bowl,
m en s Headquarters. He * the man. .
Tlie topic: “ High cost of living,”
Twelve club; salad bowl, Nancy Mit
ghan, returned home Monday.
T o keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Marble and W. chell; percale and honey, Mr. and which, was so well handled was open
O il, the new pow der solvent rust preventative, and gun
S. Marble, who have been at the Mrs. Ernest Robbins; gifts of money, ed by Bion Wing, followed by others.
lubricant.
Lake House tbe past fall superintend Mrs. E. L. Haley, Mrs. Anson Hoar, Remarks for the good of the order by
R E M IN G T O N A R M S -U N IO N V tiO A L L lC CARTRIDGE GO.
■m RrssSwar
Nee York
ing the closing, returned to their Mrs. Lucy Hinkley, Mrs. Riley Hink- Brothers Woodrow of Rumford, Biion
rospective homes the past week.
I ley, Mrs. Herman Huntoon,
Mrs. Wing of Sandy River Grange, Sister
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis left Mon- Lester Magoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoar Purse and others.
day for Boston where they will spen have always made their home in Ran
As it was getting late the choir
geley.
During the past few years gave another selection when all went
the winter.
P
LE
A
SA
N
T
ISL
A
N
D
C
A
M
P
S
HOTEL B L A N C H A R D
Mrs. Deck Lamb, who was recently Mrs. Hoar has been in poor health to their several homes feeling a
, On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unexSTRATTON MAINE
operated
on at Dr. Ross’ hospital, ye* time has dealt lightly with the busy day had been spent and a
oelled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and Nbvember. has so far recov ered as to be able couple and it hardly seems possible great amount of good done.
have
to be moved to her sister’s, Mrs. Geo that their married life can
Section. Write for booklet.
j Write for booklet.
Mrs. Ed Handy has al traced tihe golden span of fifty years
H O T E L BLANCHARD,
| WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., Kempton’s.
STRATTON M A IN E .
E. IL G R O S E . Prop.
so returned home.
Mrs. Amos Ellis which is not celebrated by so many
Pleasant Island,
Maine
as to be of common occurrenceis' quite comfortable at present.
The goods in the’ George
Young Their numerous friends wish for then!
many more milestones in life’s jourhouse were sold the past week.
T. Freeman Tibbetts returned liom i ney together.
Horn Boston Saturday, where he lias
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tabor of Gar
A Few of the Diners-Out in Phillips
been for medical treatm^pt.
diner have returned to their home
Alountaln Y iew , Maine f
A dance was held at Furbish hall after visiting their niece, Mrs. Asher
Mrs. A. W. Bean will entertain
Friday evening.
Music by Dyer’s Dauphinee.
For furthe'r particu lars w r i t e or a d d r e s s
orchestra.
A fine time was enjoy
Mr. Converse and party returned Mr. and Airs. George Bean,, Mrs. A.
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
| ed.
fro e the first of the week after a O. Ree.d, Me. and Mrs. Everett B©edy
Mountain Y iew ,
»
»
»
Maine.|
Mrs. Gavin of Holyoke, Mass., is successful hunting trip at their camp and three children and Lena Abbott.
Mrs. Sarah Graffam, Me. and Mrs.
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. John ; in Kennebago.
Nutting.
Mrs. F. B. Burns and little som\ A. D. Graffam, Reynold Graffam,, Mr.
Miss Sarah M. Soule was a guest are stopping at tbe Tavern for the and Mrs. F. S. Haley, Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel French and little son will
of honor at a banquet given by the winter.
dine with Mr, and Mrs. C. N. French.
Men’s
League
to
the
ladies
Satur
Reed
Ellis
Is
in
Boston
with
hi®
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Bell and two
day
evening.
A
delicious
supper
I
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
F
I
Ellis
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
children and Mrs. Mattie Hinds and
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars of lobster stew, lobster, hot rolls, j for a two weeks’ stay.
and other information, write
frankforts and squash, pie
was
Thayer Ellis was quite badly burn son, Phillip will be dinner guests of
CD. G R A N T (EL S O N C O .,
P. Q . A d d r e s s , G r a n t’ s M e.
served.
In
behalf
of
the
company
ed
in his face by the explosion of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bell.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
(present Dr. F. B. Colby presented kerosene being turned on living coals.. Mr, and Mrs. D. F. Hoyt will enMiss Soule with a large leather table The only thing that saved his eyes tertain his brother and family, C. M.
i Hoyt and sister, Mrs. E. S. Buibier
runner.
Miss Soule responded
in were his glasses.
B A U D M O U N T A I N C A M P S B*,d
I (be- usual gracious manner. The oc Mr. and Mrs. George Hoar enter and family.
Mrs. Mary Parker will have as
casion was much enjoyed by all.
tained at a ^.dinn e r party Tuesday
Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at th'efoot o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eW
fun tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections Auto
Mrs. Herbert L. Welch wais
in evening the following: Mr. and Mrs. j dinner guests on Thanksgiving day
road to camps—T eleph one con n ection s—T w o mails daily W rite for free crreular.
A. M. Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Ira D. Iher son, C. E. Paker and wife and
Portland the past week.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Bald Mountain
Maine
James L. Brackett and Mrs. Susie Hoar, Mr. and Mrs. Harold McCard, grandson®, Floyd and GlMden Parker
Thibodeau were married Saturday eve Mr. and Mrs. Loon Wright and Clem- and families.
ing.
The affair was- a great sur e>nt Field.
The chicken dinner was , Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Toothaker
prise to their many friends.
Mr. supplemented by a Jack Horner pie Iand Mr. and Mrs. N. IT. Hamden will
Mrs.
Brackett runs a public auto and Mrs. the gift of Mrs. Lucy H. Bowdoiu of j be entertained by Mr. and
Brackett has for many seasons been Salem, Mass., and each one received ! Walter Toothaker.
It was a most enjoyable oc- ! Miss Ruth Austin, who is teaching
employed as waitress at the Tavern. a gift.
casion.
j in Mexico will pas® the vacation with
Congratulations are extended.
Another shooting fatality has to be! Hon. and -Mrs. FI. B. Austin in AuFour members were taken in. at
Lake View Temple Thursday night. ; recoined this week. Eugene O. Kid- gusta.
Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Miss Miriam,
Following flue work a bountiful sup-1 der of Rurhford while hunting at Ken
per of chicken, dressing, mashed p o -, nebago with Clinton Foster was shot Brackett, J. Scott Brackett and R.
tato and all the fixing® was served j by Foster mistaking him for a deer, H. Treoantin will be dinner guests of
by the gentlemen members.
Our j Kidder was shot through both legs Mr. and Mrs, D. F. Field at The Elm
This territory is unsurpassed in M aine. It is easy o f access men in town are some cooks and do and it is feared that his left leg will wood.
Mr. and Mr®. C. F. Chandler, Mrs.
and nearly all the cam ps are open during the Hunting Season.
things up in style. '
have to be amputated.
Dr. Colby
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very iMdrns. E. P. MicCard and O. R. was called and made him as comfor I. ueinda Butterfield of Phillips and
Rowe were in Farmington Thursday. table as possible and lie was taken Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Ireland of Can
abundant.
Dr. Bell was a professional caller to Rumford.
There were a crowd of ton will be the guests of Mr. and
in towk Wednesday.
hunters in that section hut these Mrs, J. E. Noble on the Mile Square.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Atwood will
C. B. Harris lias sold Mis Overland two gentlemen, were alone.
For sale by Mrs. Francis
Berry, dine with their daughter, Airs. F. N.
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for car to Dean, Nile.
Last Wednesday word was receiv- j remnants and samples of dress goods Beal.
booklet with map.
(Continued on page four.)
ed that another hunting fatality had j at half price.

SOCIAL SERVICE
HARVEST SALE

RANGELEY MEN
ARE GOOD COOKS

BUSY DAY AT
PHILLIPS GRANGE

St i n g
s

THANKSGIVING
DAY GUESTS

Mountain View House

E d . G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

R a n g e le y L a k e s a n d D e a d R iv e r
R e g io n

AS A HUNTING RESORT

F. N. B E A L , General M anager,

Phillips, Maine

MAINE

Shoot the
Model 27

WO O D S ,

.25 Rim Firefor all game smaller than ,,IB“ '*
deer. Uses c a r t r id g e s of sur
prising accuracy up to 200 yards;
powerful and reliable; and cheap because
rim-fire. .2 5 -2 0 and .3 2 -2 0 use regular
.25-20 or .32-20,
and high velocity cartridges. Powerful enough
seven shots, oo
for deer; excellent for target work, foxes, geese,
tagon bar-w,
woodchucks, etc.; safe for settled districts.
rel only, frA
You will like the quick, smooth-working■" pump-action; ’ the
,$16.50
wear-resisting Special Smokeless Sleel barrel; the modern M h p
and side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety and
convenience. It has lake-down construction and Ivory tiead front sight,
these cost extra on other rifles. Get our catalog—select tne right gun l

.2S Rim -Fire, eight shots, 24-inch
Z round barrel. $14.60; octagon
barrel, $16.50.

7Z »M a S n Firearm s (a ,

MarUn rifles and shot- 3 3 w a jo w S treet, N ew H aven, C on n .
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GAME SHIPMENTS
THROUGH BANGOR
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C. Kenc.hm.er, Bar Harbor,
H. Pooler, South Brewer,
L Slierrard, Cambridge,

2
1

Mass.,
2
R. Chase, Soiom,
1
A. J. Larrabee* Rockland, 1 deer F. P. Lombard, Oakland,
1
Eliden Lamb, Camden,
1
O. F. Hayes, Marion, O iii^ 2
J. L. Tfhoinasi, Rockland,1
J. P. Baxter, Brunswick,
1
E. Sawyer, Enfield,
1
J. Carpenter, Marion, Ohio, 2
A. E. Batman, Pepperill,
L. M. Wheeler, Camden,
1
J. E. Thomas, Waterville,
2
Mass.,
2
F. S. Grover, Hallow ell.,
1
II. H. Langfield, Philadelphia, 2
M. H. Brown, Boston,
1
Charles Boertyel, Southampton,
John Plummer, Bangor,
2
Pa.,
2
Clarence Ramie, Riverside, 1
B. W- Rand, Boston,
2
Charles H. Brown, Boston, 2
Frank Luce, Riverside,
1
Clyde Powers, Riverside,
1
F. H. Cartile, Bangor,
.
2
J. H. Gilbert, Bangor,
1
Joe Bunker, Bangor,
2
Clarence Trundy, Frankfort, 1
G. L. Annabel, Boston,
1
Leon Trundy, Frankfort,
1
H. M. Cross, Boston,
1
L. W. Vinal, Bangor,
1
O. A. Height, Pittsfield,
R. Welch, Boston,
1
Mass.,
2
C. H. Kenney, Bangor,
1
H. D. Vinney, Springfield,
Rose L. Coose, Waterville,
1
Mass.,
2
F. R. Coose, Waterville,
2
F C. Ball, Augusta,
1
H. W. Bradford, Bangor,
2
A. R. Wheaton, Boston,
2
B. C. DM1, Gardiner,
1
J. H. Bussill, Reading,
Silas A. Bowden, Bangor,
1
Mass.,
2
George Bowden, Bangor,
1
John White, Wakefield,
Oscar Drinkwater, Bangor,
1
Mass.,
1
R. T. Spearin, Bangor,
1
Joseph Longmone, Boston,
2
John Hall, Portland,
1
J. H. Russell, Boston,
1
F, L. McKenzie, Salem,
A Longmore, Boston,
1
Mass.,
2
John White* Boston,
1
A. M. Worcester, Haverhill,
N. C. Harden, Kennehunk, 1
Mass.,
2
James E. Voorhees, Boston, 1
E E. Gil pa trick, Orono,
1
Frederic L. Jones, Augusta, 2
L. D. Munch, Princeton, ind., 2
C. W. Jones* Augusta,
2
M. Casey, Boston,
2
S. L. Fogg, Augusta,
2
G. L. Gardiner, Boston,
1
Fred Emery Bean, HJallowe.il, 2
R. L. Flanders, Boston,
1
Mrs. Fred E. Bean, Hallowell, 2
T. M. Jordan, Boston,
1
G, H, Lil>by, Bangor,
1
G. H. Hoxie, Dover,
1
Geo. W. Stearns, Willia/rnstown,
M. SWeetland, Brighton,
Mass.,
1
Mass.,
1
T. E. Pember, Bangor,
2
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A REAL BARGAIN

ft

*

|
|

A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f M aine’ s best
hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

I

$3,000

j

spot cash takes it.

For further information write
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S
follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find SI.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M

a in e

W

oods

MAINE,
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H. R, Holmes, Ellsworth.,
C. George, Orono,
Chas. W. Boavns, Lincoln,
L. Hathaway, Rockland,

M R epeating
a rR ifle
lin

SV « V .'r S ,P
.C 3 f3

PHILLIPS,

(outing edition.)

1
2
1
1

W. E. Perkins, Boston,
1
George Ryan, Boston,
2
Abner McPhieters, Old Town, 1

Neil Burma, Jr., Portland,
1
O.
p.
Kimball,
Portland,
1
Jas. Barley, Boston,
2
C
D.
Watkln®,
Columbus,
1
J. J. O’Donnell, Kennehunk, 1
j . O. Sheldon, Holyoke,
D. H. Sparing, Bethel,
2
E. A. Robinson, Boston,
Lemuel Spearing, Oakland, 1
W.
E. Walker, Scranton,
John M. Hail, Portland,
1
Pa!,
2
F. E. Burk, Hudson,
2
James C. Voorh.eer, Amsterdam,
G. B. Burr, Ba.ngon,
1
N. Y.,
1
A. J. Hildench, Lafayette,
Howard F. Smith, Hadley
Ind.,
‘
1
Fails,
2
A. Weaver, Lafayette, Ind.,
2
J. R. Gobdm, Portland,
1
F. L. Hodges, Boston, .
1
A. L. D. Buxton, W orcester, 2
J. C. Reinhart, Toledo,
1
F. R. Hendricks, Portland, 1
N. S. Gerry, Boston,
2
P L. Buxton, Worcester,
2
J. W. Campbell, Newtonville,
F. H. Farnlham, Haddenfiield,
Mass.,
2
N. J.,
1
EdeLhut Benner, Thomaston, 2
O. H. Ilarraden, Bar Harbor, 2
J. E. Rhodes, Wilmington,
H. Allen, Auburn,
2
Del.,
1
A H. Wallace,, Mi lb ridge,
1
W. B. Wood, Wilmington,
F. L. Keene, W ells Beach, 2
Del.,
2
O. J. Risisfca, Lisbon Falls, 2
Ben h reman, Boston,
2
J. S. Mitchell, Marblehead, 2
G. M. Furman, Boston,
2
J. H. Chadwick, Marblehead, 2
A. F. Fish, Bangor,
2
M. L. Flanders, Oorinna,
F. H. Fish, Bangor,
2
H L. Perkins* W ells Beach* 2
William Clark, Bangor,
2
H. R. Silshy, Banger,
1
S. Page, Banger,
2
P. J. Booh 11tier, Bangor,
2
John Guptit, Dover,
1
G. P. Hoori-e, Bucksiport,
H. W. Griffin, Mattaponsett.
Mass.,
1 bear H. D. Prouty, Bangor,
W. S. Porter, Lagrange,
A. Griffin,, Marion, Mass.,
1
A Larrab-ee, Old Town,
1
1
”
E. A. WalsE, Boston,
F. E. Macomiiber, Marbiebead,
1
A. C Pickard, Boston,
Mass.,
2
2
”
H. W. Griffin, Boston,
Mrs. F. E. Macamber, MaTbl«2
A A. Winters, Eost 0 n,
hoad, Mass.,
1
1
W. E. Spear, Rockland,
F. H. Mageo, Bangor,
1
1
”
E. E. Metcadif, Rockland,
J. H. Hudson, Guilford,
1
Clarence Hind, Camdeai,
G. L Hodges, Hasten,
1
Joi n S. Gusto), PhiLadelphiia,
Mrs. Eva Pike, South
Pa.,
B e r w ic k ,
Louis Werdner, Brooklyn,,
Marshall Powedl, Bangor,
N. Y „
John R. Wing, Bangor,
Ivan Hunt, Harmon, Coain.,
H. E. Sargent, Portland,
B. E. Jones, Bangor,
John Peabody, Kennebunk1 Mawhin ney, Beaton,
port,
*
1
K Eaton, Boston,
Stanley Tli ibcdieau, KenneibunkC Cornforth,. Seymour,
port,
1
Conn.,
2
”
W. T. Wescott, KaamebunkF. Hill, Boston,
2
port,
1
C. H. Hunting, Boston,
2 ”
Geo. Goodwin, KennebunkDana Lawrence, East Green
"
port,
1
wich, R. I.,
2
”
Ray Seavey, Kennebunkport, 1
D. H. Lyons, Boston,
1
Henry Freeman,, Boston,
Dr. C. B. Kenney, Boston, 1 ”
”
F. F. Swett, Haverhill,
J. H. Lyons, Boston, .
1
Ma®s.,
.
2
W. D. S.ierrerd, Haddonfield,
"
L. H. Downs, Haverhill,
IN. J.,
1
2
Ansel Wass, Boston,
2 ” j Mass.,
i
”
j L. H. Chick, Haverhill, Mass., 2
W P. P. Emery, Bangor,
1
IChas. H. Davis, Haverhill,
G E. Robinson, South
” j Mass.,
2
Portland,
2
” 1Dr. E. E. I^ake, Haverhill,
L. E. Rich,, South Portland, 2
Mass.,
2
B E. Stanley, Bar Harbor,
bear i E. L. Pennell, College Point,,
Lawrence & Co., Boston,
A. A. Heath, Worcester.
” | IN. Y.,
1
deer William R. Wood, College Point,
Bert Ate bin son, Bangor,
N. Y.,
L. T. West, Winter port,
j A. J. Picard, Boston,
J. W. Cdbib, Winterpont,
j II. B. Col bath,, OrGr.o,
G. E. Lowell, Bangor,
10. Barker, SoutJi Windham
J. E. Pratt, Bcwdoinham,
.Mrs. O. C. Hsmacome, 'Peru,
Sara Jacob, Waibasht,
Ind.,
R M. Howe, .Bangor,
[J R. dune, Derry, Pa,,
S. W. Deeiring, Bangor,
C. H. Dorey, Bangor.
W. F. Pato, Brunswick,
i W. W. Jackson, Manasquamii,
C. H. Hershey, Newark,
N. J.,
N. J.,
E E. Mtjrston, Portland,
B. B. Porter, Boston*
Stanley Willey, New York
Will Nason, Bangor,
City,
Paul Robhiuis, Boston,
A. Day, Boston,
Dana Robbins,, Boston,
H. H. Hunter, Boston,
Clarence Fowler, Boston,
Card Furgerson, Bangor,
O J. Anderson, Boston,
A. W. Sprague, Boston,
J. N. Rolf, Waterville,
S. Law, Dover,
D. P. Hurd, Waterville,
W. G. Bryant, Bridgeport,
Mrs. M. M. Johnson, Btowhvillie,
Conn.,
S. 'N. Kaufmeyer,
C. Aucoin, Bangor,
Phdlade’jpihia,,
”
2
W. H. Palmer, Boston,
L. Verrill, Belfast,
1
J P. Grey, Worcester,
1 b-ea/r L. E. Cuinriier, Portland,
2
”
R Boober, Bangor,
1 deer R. C. Messer, Portland,
1
’ > A. O. Campbell,, Sanigerville, 2
J. Marion, Livermore Falls, 1
G. Crnsteim, Stamford,
Richard Kniiger, New York
”
Ccnn.,
1
Ci-ty,
2
”
H. P. McDonald, Montclair,
”
N. J.,
2
Whenever you write to one of our
Batcheld-e-r & Snyder,
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Boston.,
1 beaT Maine Woods.
It is important to
Art;ht; r Mc I^aiuigh.’lln, Po rt laai d 1 deer you to do so; important to us and
T! os. Hawkins, Derry.
the advertiser naturally wants to
1
know where you found his n4ne.
N. H.,

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?
Young
w o m in
going
to
Boston to w o rk or
a n y la d y g o in g to Boston for
pleasure or on a sh opping
trip w it h o u t m a la aacort w tll
find tha

Franklin Square
House

HUNTING SEASON!
ON IN FORCE
Honeymoon Days Passed in Can
— Many Have a Trophy t0
Take Home.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Pleasant Island* Me., Nov. 8.-4 !
number of the summer guests linger,
ed here until the first cf the mouth.
Miss A. E. Reese and her party oi
Orange, N. J., who came Judy
regretfully left September 30th* after
a delightful suanniier.
Among those who have enjoyed
tlie beautiful fall days are Mr. and
Mrs. Murray D. Lincoln of Brockton,
Mass., who spent their honeymoon
in Camp Catherine.
They were de
lighted with fills country, and are ‘
planning for a longer stay next sea
son.
They came from Brockton by
automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Rodick of
Bath greatly enjoyed camp life and
tramping.
The hunting season ia now on ia
full force.
Karl B. Sanborn of
Salenv, Masis., was the first hunter, J
This is his second season at Pleas
ant IsJand.
George Robertson was
the guide, and Mr. Sanborn had tto
deer, a big buck and nice doe to
take home.
He also secured a
good supply of partridges and duck.
Messrs. H. P. Parker and S. M
Mead o f Greenwich, Conn., left !as
week after a two weeks' hunting
trip.
Otis Bean and George Rober
son were tinear guides.
Each had a
good buck and doe and the limit o.‘
partridge to Lake out with then.
This is their first hunting trip it
Maine, but each say it will not be
their last.
A party from Auburn have
'Tumble Inn for a week, one of Mr
! Toofbaker's camps
up rupeuptv
|stream and secured a nice deer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Harlow aco
1brother, Geo. Harlow of Auburn left,
to-day after a week's stay, with tv,
deer, a buck and a doe.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Patten and M
r
and Mrs. Chas. S. Lougee of Port
land are spending a few days’ hunt
ing here aaxd at the present wrjtir?
Jhave a big nine-point buck and u
eight-point buck.
Geo. Robertson i
! their guide.
j Mildred E. Keene, postmaster u
|tlie island, left for her home today
Miss Keene was fortunate in neenr
iing a nice deer.
Warden Abe Oliver one day recent
ly went after two Bath men allege:
Ito be dogging deer on the lower per
of Georgetown.
After a long h»: !
Warden Oliver met on Indian Poir
two men with two dogs and
j but the dogs were not <basing MJ
deer at the time.
They relumed b
Bath.

T H E C A B IN B O A T PRIMES
H I S is a very in
terestin g an d in
THE
stru c tiv e b o o k o n m ak
in g cabin b o a ts , ca n o e s ,
row b o a ts, e tc. It tells
PRIMER
o f the v a r io u s strea m s
o n e can trip o n with a
cabin b o a t, h o w
to
e q u ip f o r su ch a trip,
w hat to w ear an d eat,
c o s t o f a tw o m o n th ’s
trip.
It g iv e s d escrip 
tion s a n d
diagram s, J
p h o to g r a p h s an d chapters on construct!)*,
w h en to flo a t, w h en and where to land IDo t h e r u s e fu l hints. B ook is compiled
fa cts a n d ob se rv a tio n s m ade by the authci
It c o n ta in s 267 p a g es, ov er 40 illustration
a n d d iag ra m s, 32 ch ap ters as follows:
Down the MiKsmeippi River in a Cabin
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How Build a Cabin Rost. The Cabin Boat’s Equip*®;
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and End*11
Equipment.. The Skiff or Tender. The G»*p“*
Launch. W hat to Wear. Thing;* to Eat. Gw*
Boat Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters. Map«*rLanding Lists, Floating, Floating at Night*®?
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather. Making**^
and Some Rope Hints. Land nes, Trouble*,
of the Boat. Ways o f Making Money. On
Note*. Land Hints. Photographing. G*m* **
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Kiah and FlWj4
Amusements. Books. Trapper’s Canoe, A CM*
Boat Coon Hunt
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bonnd. S1.00-

T

CABIN BOAT

Maine Woods, Phillips. Maine

TAXIDERMISTS
(i. W. PICKKL,
T A X ID E R M IS T
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tl**'
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenir*.

RANGELEY.

N am e..................................................................................... .........................
Address............................................................................................................
State

...............................................................................................

a d o llg h tfu l placo to atop. A
H o m e -H o te l In th a heart, o f
Boston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o m en. 630 room s, safe, c o m 
fo rtab le c o n v e n ie n t of accese,
price* reasonable.
F o r p a rtlc u la rs and prices addrean

Miss Caatim* C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

-

-

•

“ Monmouth Moccasins*
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenrw
Known the world over for
lence. Illustrated catalogue fr**’

M. L. UETCHELL C©.»
Monmouth,

.

-

*■
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0(1 fact that the possession

Tobacco, Like Food, Must Be
Fresh To Be Good
T*r

Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural flavor and
strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.

of a West Branch wafers and in
the
moose trophy means fullest qualifi Mt. Katahdin section.
cation for honor ais a niimirod. There
Greenville, Kataihdiu Iren Works.,
are no finer specimen of the moose Norcross, Grindstone, Fatten,
Squa
tlian those of Aroostook. During the Pan, Ashland, Mia,sardis and Portage
warm weather moose are frequently have long been famous as game cen
seen by canoeists and
fishermen. ters but recent years have brought
Then it is they seek the cool waters fame to other points,
particularly
of the lakes and ponds to rid theirm stations on the newer division of the
selves of tihe pesky flies.
It is a Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
run.
common sd©h't to come upon one |ding north from Oafkfiield to Fort
while lie is swimming qt regaling t Kent.
Recently opened, this sect11imSelf on lily-pads near ti e shore, ion, which is watered by many lakes
Most of the moose snapshots art j and streams, is comparatively new
taken at this season.
WiJh
t e j to the sportsmen although it iis be-

v
Vv

Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that w hen you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
judge for yourself.

Slice it as
you use

Maine Continues to Be the Finest Hunting Ter
ritory in the Country.

Naturally you will have a good siz
ed knife and a matchbox. It is wise
to have a map of the locality in which
you are to hunt, and, in case you go
astray, a compass.
Accidents! aren’t
common, but to guard against an em
ergency a couple of bandages, a
j little piaster and your favorite antidotes for manor disturbances will not
come aniuss.
When it comes to advice in regard
to your gun or rifle, it’s like advising
on the matter of fishing tackle. Ideas
vary with the individual!..
For th©
man who is going hunting for the
first time, catalogues of manufactur
ers of firearms will give a Lot of in
formation and suggestions. from oldtime hunters and guides will be val
uable.
As a matter of fact most
men when they go to purchase even
their first gun or rifle have a pretty
good idea of what they want.
—In the Maine Woods.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
Courtesy of of B. & A. R. R?
THE REWARDS Or

FOLLOWING THE GAME
TRAILS OF AROOSTOOK

and an extra pair of house moccasins
for camp use and so far as wear
ables go you are ready for the woods
without much expense.

TWO DAYS’ HUNTING

A well-known sportsman of the
—.— |place is being kept busy explaining
passing of the summer, the moose do conning better known, because c f its h°w 't happened that, because- be
the
not remain so close to the streams fish and game records, each season. j had never seen -a “ coon” in
and lakes, but make for the hard This is a particularly good locality ! woods, Farmer Fred's coon cat came
wood ridges, farther into the woods, for moose and sonic fine prices have home in a hurry from the pasture
In addit the other day, with shot holes in ills
where they feed upou trees and come down from there.
ion
to
the
good
hunting,
a
strong
at- ears, says the Oxford Democrat,
shrubbery.
Tihis matter has
tra( tion which brings many visitors which ^continues:
Not unlike th© habits cf the mo se I
been referred to the doggerel editor,
are those of th© deer.
Summer
but he alleges that he doesn’t feel
Finds them frequertirg .the
water© I Most sportsmen, hunting in the that he can do justice to the sub
for food and frequent bathing
but ■Aroostook county, have guides w ho,! ject.
with the advent of autumn they mal e expert in wools craft generally, jusiti________
for the inland swamp© and ridges |fv their title in a particular manner: Late one afternoon recently, two
where the tree© and .undergrowth |when on the trijil cf big game. Just j hunters with rifles entered the pas
furnish 'food a-plenty. *\fler the first as a guide knows the best fishing ture of W. C. Goodwill in
West
snew the deer seek their “ yards.” grounds, so he is familiar with the Hartland, and shot four of his best
So tame d o,th e deer become' in taunts and haJbils cf the deer and sheep.
One, Mr. Goodwin was un
some localities during “ close time” moose, and in nine cases out of ten able to find after the shooting. The
that their invasion of gardens and hi® protege will be successful. The two that were fatally wounded lie

Aroostook county is a famous re o j
nation ground for the fisherman,
canoeist, and for the men and women
who love the woods and the canoe !
voyages that lead through the for
est waterways.
Equally enticing j
are the attractions of this unique
wonderland for the hunters, for here
is a gameland surpassing in extent
all others, and nowhere are deer and
moose to be found in such abundance
if in tlie region from
Moose head
Lak-> northward to Die St. John
River. The vast area, still practic
ally the primeval forest,
comprises
thousands of square msioy and it pos
sesses to-day all the characteristics |
of a natural giame preserve.
The i
favorable conditions for propagation j
explain the phenomenon that notwith
standing the
constantly increasing 1
number of sportsmen who yearly go
into the Aroostook wcods for hunt*1

SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE

In Effect, September 26, 1915.
Courtesy of B. & A. R. R.

FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farmin?ton for Phillips. Rangeley and Bigelow, at
6.15P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- |
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6 55 A . M. j
snd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
ing, the
P. M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at s.iow no
U.00 A. M.

A ONE-NIGHT CAMP ON HOGBACK ISLAND,

number of deer and mouse
signs of dim in uiticm, a state
ment which will be substantiated net
only by guides and hunters but also
by the hundreds of parties making
trips. Besides the big game, Aroos
took offers fine sport for the gunner
who prefers bird shooting. Partridge
ere always plentiful and there are
woodcock, black duck, geese
and
i G11cl 1 1 Ml m a n y l o c a l i t i e s

MOOS EH f A D

LAKE

fields of farmers causes them to be opening of the game season in Oetolooked upon as a nuisance and their her sees many 1 unters in the woods
marauding becomes a menace to iut other sportsmen, especially those
STRONG Passenger Trains leave for Farmington
of experience, defer their trip until
crops.
at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P.M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
is
The departure of the caribou from later in the month when there
andfor Bigelow at 5.50 p. M. Passenger Cains
less
foliage
and
alter
tihe
first
fall
the
Maine
weeds
has
for
some
years
arrive from Farmington at 12 37 P. M. and 5.47
P.M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
been the subject of interesting spec rains have dampened leaves and unMixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
ulation among naturalists and guides. ! tierbrush which means less crackling
andfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm
ington ajt 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
A decade ( r so ago they were near- i and crunch ing and therefore quieter
P. M.and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
1> as numerous aie deer but f r no ! tiaveling on the trail.
Then, too,
PHILLIPS Passenger Trams,leave for
accountable reason th ere was a gen- when the warm weather has finally
tonatC.OOA. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
M5P, M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
S o p l e n t i f u l a r e d e e r in A r o o s t o o k eral migration over the herder
into ! passed there is/n o danger of the
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range
th at th e re is
s m a ll
d is tin c t io n
in New Brunswick.
The f w v retrain In game being spoiled,
ley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7",30 A. ( b r i n g i n g QUt t h e q u o t a — t w o d e e r caribou in Maine are protected by j Unless he is the veriest tyro, no
'
(hunter goes into the woods with the
Kn7ttiVp20M
P: M' Dnd arriVeS fr°m Farm" aDd fevj ^
hunters, even of the laW.
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm- i newest nowices, w ho do not m eet with
Bear-hunting as a distinct sport is picturesque trappings that are used
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
SUCCeSS.
MOOSe-lumtwig,
however, rot. common in Maine but not :n f”e- only by the heroes in popular novMixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4’ P. M, j .
..
..
rp,
_.p
and leaves at 7 30 A M
| ^ dHOtl- GI S to r j •
I ll’O .1 iOn,3iT(,11 0*1 quently sportsmen in the words for (els.
Common sense teaches
that
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at LOOP. M. for H ie f o r e s t ” is n o t to b e o v e r t a k e n a s deer and moose bring down a bear, the simpler the
outfit, the leas
Hrmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
is the less aristocratic deer.
To It’s good fun, hunting Bruin, and t1-e . there is to carry, the more comforKINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow bring down
a moose requires skill proverbial craftiness of the bears! table th© trip.
Woolen cloth.es are
11 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
with the rifle and even more impor means skilled rnanoeuveriing cti the, recommended net only because of
12.40P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Farmingtin at 6.45 A. M. tant, perhaps, is sufficient knowledge
their warmth—and warmth is to be
part of pursuer.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
in the craft of the woods to be aide
As to bunting localities it may be considered .even in October—but al
KIGELOW Passenger Train leaves fo r Fartningof so because they allow quieter, prog
ion at 10 B0 A. M. and arrives at 7.28 P. M. Ar to cope with and overcome the strat-: said ymt nearly every station
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 7.28 P. M. egy of the bunted.
It is an accept- the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad is ress than do smoother grods Which
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.60 A. M. and 7.35
°. M.
a gateway to a section cf more or make a rustle when they home in
contact with bushes and undergrowth
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
E N G I N E S A N D less importance from the hunter’s
M\ Phillips 12.25 P. M. Strong 12.47 P. M.. P A L M E R
An
elaborate outfit is unnecessary.
viewpoint.
Greenville
sends
*
ut
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
LAUNCHES.
W e Farmington at 1.50 P. M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
gairne that is shot from numerous An old suit, a couple of flannel shirt
hillipS, 2.45 p. m ., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes points on Moosebead, and from Nor- warm, underwear, extra stockings, a
r, M.
and light boats, $48.00 Largest stock cross is. shii.plp.ed game that is killed sweater, a visored cap or broad ha.t,
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
Phillips, Maine.
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Po tland. Me. m a wide stretch of territory in moccasins or ‘‘lumbermen’s1 rubbers”

J

dressed off, and the fourth one he
thinks may possibly recover.
Mr.
Goodwin has had hard luick with liis
sheep.
A short time ago, he lost
three by a bear getting into bis
flock.
It i*s hoped that hunters will
be more careful when hunting
in
that vicinity in future.

Charles and James Norris, white
on their way to the hunting ground's
on Rice’s brook, Union river water
recently, lost one of their horses,
and managed to save the other by
hard work.
They were going into
the woods over a woods road, and
while crossing a rude bridge, both
horses went through into tine brook.
They had a hard time getting out
one animal and could not save the
other.
The hoys brought home a
deer, having a good time with this
exception.
On Monday, the bird hunting sea
son in this part of the state closed,
as far as woodcock and partridge
are concerned and from now on it
will b.e iimlpos'Sdble to shoot
them
without risk of incurring the penalty
of the law.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

j. W. Brackett Co.

past masters in engineering and ac
tivity. God gave the beaver the jac.
ulty they posses© and why kill them
for using these endowments by
nature.
It is very unfair, so cut
the darns and save the beaver.
for
Yours respectfully,
S. E. Stanton.

PICKS MAXWELL
FROM BIG FIELD

Friends in Phillips were pained to
H. H. Lander cf Stratton has been
chosen a Franklin county member of learn, of the death oi Mrs. Raymond Big Detroit Company Chosen
L,. B. BRACKETT,
the petit jury at the session of the Toothaker which occurred in Auburn
New Alliance by F. S. Haley.
Business Manager U. S. District court soon to be held on Tuesday, ait the home of her
daughter, Mrs. H. W. Oakes. Mrs.
at Portland.
OUTING EDITION
Toothaker has been in failing health L O C A L O R G A N 12A T I 0]N E N T H U S 
Mr. and Mrs. H.. A. Haskell are
IA S TIC OVER PROSPECTS
page* ..............................................$ 1.00 per year
for some time.
She was for many
leaving Winona Lodge, Long- Pond,
LOCAL EDITION
F O R BIG B U S IN E S S .
year© a much respected resident, of
12 and 16 ........................................... $1.63 per year this week.
They have been there
to is town and is a sister of Mrs.
.Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub- since May 1st, but .are
going to
•oription 30 cente extra. Foreign subscription
Formal ratification has reached
Evelyn Howland.
Tampa,
Fla.,
for
the
winter
season,
Savory meat roasters for chicken and
i cents extra.
this
place of a contract whereby the
Mrs.
Vest®,
Barden
is
caring
for
where Mr. Haskell will be assistant
fowl at the Phillips Hardware Co.
Maxwell
car
is
to
he
handled
here
H»ntered as second class matter. January 21. manager of the well-known
Tampa Mrs. James Ross and little daughter.
(.<3*9. at the postofflce at Phillips. Maine, under Bay Hotel, Mrs.
Mrs. Martha Jewett and children by F. S. Haley.
Haskell's brother,
Forty cent chocolates for 29 cants,
tbv A ct of March 3. 1879.
This ratification was the concinifa
W. F. Adams being manager. They passed Hast week in North Jay.
ion of negotiations which had been Wednesday and Thursday at Parker’s.
at
Toe Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire will go by rail, ©toping eft route
Mrs. Everett Hewey of Wilton ha©
informally closed some time ago.
state o4 Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp- Boston, New York and Washington.
been visiting her sister.
All the Thanksgiving fixings at
By the term© of this arrangement,
mtc and Outing news, and the Franklin county
F. B. Pillsibury has purchased S.
Among those who have attended bringing a® it does an active and am Toothaker’s.
oeally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish W. Parlin’© residence on School St.
the ‘‘Birth of a Nation” in Farming- ple organization to the Maxwell
•nd game photographs from its readers.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Field, Mr. and ton are Hollis Holt, Ralph Stillman,
army, adequate representation for. this! Over 200 dozen handkerchiefs for
Whan ordering the address o your paper
Mrs. D. F. Field and Miriam Brack Misses Gertrude Stillman,
Gertrude popular-priced car is assured
hanged, please give the old as wed as new
here. Christmas from one cent up at C. M.
ett went to Farmington Tuesday eve Grant, Marjorie Cutlen, Lettice Ham
d drees.
While the present contract runs for Hoyt’ s.
ing by auto to see the “ Birth of a den, Blanche Kenniston, L. A. Wortl.one vear only, the solid permanence
T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 25, 1915. Nation.’ ’
ley, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Graffam, Mr. of the parties interested gives ground
Warm winter caps, gloves ard mit
Fourteen helped in the chorus at and Mrs. Otto Badger, Reynold Graf
for the belief that relations will be tens at D. F. Hoyt’ s.
the Union church last Sunday even fam, Revalio Warren, Bruce Daven
cf indefinite length of time.
Such
TH A N K S G IV IN G DAY G U E S TS
ing, Mrs. George Adams,
DeiBerna port, Charlie Toothaker, Walter Ohas
is. in fact, a characteristic feature
Lumbermen’s rubbers at the SedgeRoss, Ralph Stillman., Mr. and Mrs. Miss O’Brian, Elsie Badger, Mrs. J.
of Maxwell agencies all over the ley store.
Will Steward being those not already L. Boston.
(Continued from page one.)
country.
mentioned as helping.
The commit
Miss Emma RusseHl of the Inter
t The entire organization of the new
You can find everything for your
tee earnestly desires that anyone
mediate school1 will not go to her
local Maxwell ©tore is enthusiastic Thanksgiving dinner at George Bean’s,
FEDERATED CHURCH.
wishing to help in this service will
home in Range ley for the Thanksgiv
over the possibilities of the alliance.
do so without waiting for a special
ing recess but h.er parents, Mr. and
“ We took our time and locked over
Melvin
Sherburne
Hutchins,
pastor.
inviitaton.
Henry Soamman also as
A. G. Cronkhite is already having a
Mrs. J. A. Russell and sister, Miss
t!ie
whole field,” ©aid Mr. Haley.
Calendar for week ending Dee ema
good Christmas trade. You can find
sisted with a clarinet. In the mornIsabel/ will join her in Phillips at th
“ W e went out to pick, without the
there anything you wish for in both
il in-g service most excellent music
her
hom of her aunt, M-ns, Edward
use of anything but co’d commicm practical and handsome gifts.
rendered by Hon. N. P. Noble, Mrs.
Sunday, November 28: 10.45—MornGreenwood.
Sermon, “ Confessing sense, the car that would make us
W. Henry True and Miss Marjorie ing worship.
Mrs. Fred Sweetser and W. O. Cutler.
Christ.”
12.10—Sunday school. 7.3.0 the most money during the season of
C. F. Ch ndler & Son have received
Steward and family wilill be entertain
Music by the 1916, and indefinitely into tlie future. a big lot of sleds. Have one ready for
D. W. Toothaker has arrived home —People's service.
ed by Mt . and Mrs. Joseph Sweetser. from the West and he stays Maine Choral Club. Address., “ The Mian1in We believe we have gotten the best the kiddies for the first snow.
one in the Maxwell.
While
the
Helen Holman' of Jay, M-etrl-e Chand fer him.
He travelled through II- ess of Christ.
dealer’s
margin
cf
profit
oai
a
$655
ler of Livermore Fails, Ferelyn Brigg 1moiis, Missouri and other parts of
Thursday, December 2: 7.30—Pray
of Madison and Floyd Holt of Dix- the west but be found nothing
Studies1 in the Life of car is' very small, tilie market i© im
to er meeting.
field will be guesits of E. V. Holt and compare with good old Maine.
Christ.
The Presentation in the mense and the volume of sales as
sured, in case the car stands up and
family.
George Powell, whose serious ill Temple.
gives satisfaction.
We know that
Mr. and Mrs. Canrol Noyes and ness was reported last week, passed
the
Maxwell
will
do
thlls. The Max
family will spend Thanksgiving|pitlh away Saturday morning at about 4 M E T H O D I S T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H
oi Livermore Falls Rifle Club, Mon
well cars o f last year and the sea-<f
his mother, Mns. Lester Sprague at o ’clock.
Funeral services were held
day, Nov. 8— S. W. Coolidge
son before gained the reputation for
Farmington.
Bessie F. Cijpwell, pastor.
in tlie rent in S. W. Bates’ house,
High Gun for #ie Evening.
Sunday, November 28.—Morning beauty, power and efficiency s-econd
where he had his home, on Monday
Sermon, “ What is to none in the light-car field. This
afternoon, Rev. M. S. Hutchins offic worship, 10.45.
When Beating Eggs.
Monday, Nov. 8 , 1915 was the opea
Sunday school, 12. Jun year’s car is handsomer, larger and ing of the indoor shoot for the gen
Adding a little salt to the whites iating and Undertaker Chandler in Ycur Life.”
more efficient than ever before, as
of eggs when beating will make them charge.
A little history of the life ior League, 3. Evening service und
tlemen of the Livermore Falls Rifle
firmer and fluffier in one-third the of the deceased will® appear in Maine er the auspices of the
Epworth we thoroughly convinced ourselves be Club.
time.
Best of
League, 7.30.
Subject, “ Our Near- fore signing our contract.
Woods next week.
The following is the result: S. W.
all,
it
fulfills
in
a
gratifying
way its
for
est
Home
Mission
Field.”
Special
The first neighborhood social
Coolidge, 44; Dr. C. M. Robiflaoc,
legitimate heritage of sturdiness—a
Knew His Duties.
the fall held at the Parish
House i program.
44; Ozro Roys, Jr., 41;
Herbert
A soldier on guard in South Caro Tuesday evening was weOl attended.
Thursday, December 2.- -Mid week quality for which Maxwells have been Hatch, 41; S. £?. Locklin, 41; J.
lina during the war was questioned
famous for many years of motoring
prayer meeting, 7.30.
Muller, 41; Elmer Pus! ard, 40; Don
as to his knowledge of his duties. The exercises of the “ Howling Suc
j
history.
aid Piper, 40; Harry Simmons, 40;
“ You know your duty here, do you, cess” High School cf Skyrocket Cor
“ We have made ample arrange- |
jL. W. Winter, 40; A. N. Baker, 39;
sentinel?” “ Yes, sir.” “ Well, now, ner were repeated with great suc
ments for a service department, de
suppose they should open on you cess and did themselves credit a®
Fred Jewell, 39; And new French; 38;
signed to keep every Maxwell oar <n
with shells and musketry, what would on the former occasion.
The salutSam Smith, 38; Wm. Sawtelie, 38;
our territory at its top efficiency all
you do?” “ Form a line, sir.” “ What! atonian, Mis® Emma Russell was ill
H. F.- Small, 36; R. Gilbert, 32; L
the time.
In this detail we have j
One man form a line?” “Yes, sir; and her part was ably rendered by
King, 33; Roy Wendalj, 33; A. Gil
form a bee line for camp, sir.”
been gratiy helped by the factory or
Berilla McKenzie.
Frank Da/vis
bert, 32; Drawter. 31: Arthur Ohaa|ganization which has developed a j
ltr,— O. P. Tucker, 30.
(Rastus) had lost none of hi© briiii- j Many Hunting Parties in Camp at
plan of supply to dealers that has i
War F’rayer.
ancy a® an orator.
Judge Morrison
O Lord, help us to tear the soldiers was the Supt. and awarded the di
shown itself adequate ar.d prompt.”
Present Time.
CARD OF T H A N K S .
of the foe to bloody shreds with our
Maxwell demonstrating cars 1 ave !
ploma© and the teacher was Miss
shells, help us to cover their smiling
already arrived at the local sales- |
(Special to Maine Woods.)
The new school board
We wish to thank the friends whoso
fields with the pale forms of their Shirley Hclt.
room and a considerable shipment j
Greenville,
Me.,
Nov.
17,
1915.
consisted
of
Messrs.
M.
Sewell
Kelpatriot dead; help us to lay waste
kindly assisted us through the sickness
There is fine sleighing in Green will be made soon from Detroit to and death or our husband and father,
their humble homes with a hurricane ley, F. M. Hammond, Bonn-ey Web
of fire;; help us to wring the hearts ber.
Henry Sbamman acted as flow ville, and the automobile will he take care of orders already booked. and extended such loving sympathy,
of their offending widows with un er bearer.
The hostesses for the heard no more until next spring. The —Adv.
also for the beautiful flowers sent.
availing grief. Blast their hopes, blight evening, Mrs. Fremont Sioamman and garage man, A. W. Reed, has closed 1
Mrs. M. N. Dill,
their lives, water their way with their Mis© Shirley Holt served pop corn his place and taken his family to
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Dill,
tears.—Mark Twain.
and salted pieamiut© after the enter his hunting lodge on Squaw mountain
Mr. John O. Dill,
tainment.
Miss Holt arranged this where they will stay until the close
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Dill,
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF
entertainment when it was first given, of the hunting season. Mrs. Reed
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wing.
Mr. Seward Dill.
at the Rebeka'h entertainment and if is an enthusiastic huntswoman and
THE PHILLIPS NATIONAL BANK met with so much favor she was- urg says the time spent in their camp
Phillips, Nov. 22, 1915.
A t Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the close ed to repeat it again.
every fall is the most enjoyable of Cut the Dams Continually as Fast
o f business, November 10th, 1915.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hennings have the year.
B IR TH S .
as They Are Repaired.
RESOURCES.
Mr. Robert J; Moore, v an out-oftaken room© in the house occupied
Loans and Discount*.
$227,000 75
at the-State sportsman, who has a priv
Redington, November 15, to Mr. and
50,000 00 by Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Russell
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation,
Bonds.'securities, etc., on hand, (other
ate camp on Boarstone Mt., near Onthe
upper
village,
known
a©
the
Utica, N. Y., Nov. 12, 1915.
Mrs. Llewellyn Fairbanks, a son.
than stocks)
49,415 98
Subscription to stock of Federal
Charles Barker house and will
do awa, visited the Moosehead hatchery To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Phillips, November 17, to Mr. and
Reserve Bank,
6000 Of
one day last week to learn the met
light
housekeeping.
Mr.
Hennings
3.000 Of
Less amount unpaid,
3 00 00
The Fisili and Game Cammjssifcn of ; Mrs. James Ross, a daughter.
Banking House,
4.000 00
and Maine declare “ open season on beav- j Phillips, November 20, to Mr. and
employed by the Reed’s Mill hods of hatchery construction
Due from Federal Reserve Bank,
3.8' 0 00 is
Due from approved Re erve Agents in
the care of the eggs and young fisth. er in Caswell Plantation and other ; Mrs. Cheater Fairbanks, a son.
Lumber Co.
other Reserve Cities.
97,702 18
Outside checkB and other
Mrs. Augusta Day and daugh ter, He is very enthusiastic in fish cul locations.”
Thi-s invites killing on ; Phillips, November, 21, to Mr. anil
cash items,
953 ?5
Mrs. Arthur H.iltorj of Anson are the ture and plans to build and equip a nearby closed territory, alsb, when Mrs- George Hunter, a daughter.
Fractional Currency,
4 37
957 62
small place this fall, putting in six local exceptions ore made.
315 00 guests of Rev. and Mrs. M. S. HuitcfhNotes of other National Banks,
DEATHS.
troughs of trout eggs. He will watch
L a w f u l M o n e y R e se r v e in B a n k , V iz .,
ins for a few days.
In regard to the beaver dams caus
Total coin and certificates
4,47'45
developments
until
they
hatch;
in
the
Mr. C. O. Dill, a much respected
Legal- tender notes,
10,265 00
ing loss of timber, it would serve
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer,
Phillips, November 19, Mr. Charles
for many spring, note the temperature of the the purpose better to cut the dam s
(5 par cent o f circulation)
2,cf>0 00 citizen, who has been ill
O.
Dill, aged 67 years, 12 days.
water
at
various
times,
the
loss
of
months, passed away last Friday.
continually as fast as they are re
Total.
$453,431 98
eggs and the youpg fish after hatch paired and there will be no reason
The
funeral
services
were
held
at
LIABILITIES,
the home Sunday afternoon, Rev. M. ing, and if the experiment proves to kill the beavers.
Of course, the
Capital stock paid in,
$50,000 00
Surplus fund,
50,000 00
satisfactory, will later build a mod dams would be rebuilt a few times
Total Capital and Surplus,
100,000 00 S. Hutchins officiating and C. F.
I have opened a fully equipped office
Undivided Profits,
17,325 45
Chandler in charge.
An obituary ern hatchery for use in stocking the but the beaver would leave that par in Belfast, Me., including a grindirf
Less current expenses,
various
ponds
near
liiis
place.
interest and taxes paid.
2,225 48
will be published next week.
ticular section in due time and the plant which will enable me to duplicat<
15.099 Jri
Eugene W. Vaughn and Adalbert other new dams could be cut in the broken lenses and make other repair?
Circulating notes outstanding.
4>,9I0 00
the same day received. Although®
Dividends Unpaid,
400 00
G Rogers have gone on a bunting same way.
Demand deposits:
little farther away the mail service n
trip -to their camp near Mountain
Individual deposits
The complaint charging
loss of just about the same as at New Sharon
subject to check.
120,315 91
pond.
Many
of
the
young
men
in
Certificates o f deposit
crops- by farmers in Maine caused All you need to do is to send the broker
due in less than 30 days,
785 59
town are in various hunting camps by the beaver must surely be a lenses or if I have previously fitted you166,890 6'
Time Deposits:
around Mooseihiead Lake. Doer are myth as the territory where beaver® I have the record to refer to which will
insure prompt, accurate and efficicr'
Total.
$4: 3,431 93
Style cuts as much figure in jewelry plentiful, and hunting conditions are are is not near any farmer’s crops. service.
State o f Maine, County o f Franklin, ss:
present
1, H. H. Field, cashier o f the above named bank, ns in gowns
Ask u* about the up-to- particularly good at .the
I shall continue my visits to Phillips
It is absolutely unnecessary to kill
do solemnly swear that the above statement i-t
date things in Lavallieres, Brooches, time.
true to the best o f my knowledge and belief
tlie beaver.
How many States have Rangeley and other towns as oftens-‘
H. H. F ie l d , cashier,
there is a reasonable demand for
Bracelets, Bar Pins, Rings and prec
beaver aside from Maine and those services.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
.
Not
Clear
to
Paw.
ious stones. Our prices are right.
day of November, 1915.
Thanking you for past patronage si'1
replanted in the Ad-iirondacks? Prac
Little
Lemuel—“
Say,
paw,
can
any
Cony M. Hoyt. Justice of the Peace.
desiring a continuance of same.
one see through glass?” Paw—“ Cer tically none.
Correct - A tte si:
G. H. Hamlin.
The beaver is not ferocious, they
tainly,
son.”
Little
Lemuel—"Then
FRANK F. GRAVES, D. F. Field.
) Di.-ajtirs
why can’t Uncle Joe see through his never attack one and they are wonC. E. Parker.
Graduate Optometrist
glass eye?”
'terfully constructed animals and are |BELFAST,
MAl^'
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LIVERMORE FALLS
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UNFAIR TO
KILL THE BEAVER
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0 d« i‘*nt ■ word in advance. No headline or
,)ther display Subjects in a. b. c. order

fOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young,
jound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.

WO OD 8 ,

ft:

Ply Rod’s Note Book j
BY FLY ROD

far.
FOR SALE—Desirable bcuse lots In St. Anthony’s Cottage,
I thank you one and all, and most
Philips.
Address Maine Woods.
Phillips, Maine,
truly
appreciate the kindness I cam
Nov. 18, 1915.
never repay.
PRESSED Lay at $16 per ton. Small
One of the city readers ctf the
I was reminded I am growing old
pigs and shoals.
B. F. Beal, BhitL Maine Woods, who lives so far ain
a most amusing waiy.
One of
lips, Meway he rides in his automobile, pic ks
the
little
children
I
dearly
love
came
flow s in mid-winter, and whose
TRAPPERS ATTENTION—Raw furs
b T's miss the fun of sliding, snow- in and I gave then, a piece of birth
panted.
Get tlie highest prices wit
I ctuld not keep from
shoeing, snowballing and sleighrid day cake.
reliable assortment.
Send for price
ing, recently in a most welcome let smiling as they thanked me and
list.
H. Haimowloz, manufacturer,
said, ‘‘You are such a nice old lady,
ter wrote:
2 6 7 Main St., Paterson, N. J.
I like to come and see you /’
“ We all watch for tlie Maine Wood
Smokers, my "government seal” cig and your Note Book, but please nev
Last evening I returned from a
ars are better than most 5
cent er emit to tell us about the weather,
Short stay in Lewiston. While there
how
much
snow
you
have,
when
the
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
I accepted an invitatiion to dine with
50 cigars and be convinced.
J. H. sleaguing and skating is good, etc.”
Mir. and Mrs'. E. G. Bearce and thoir
Surely
wie
are
having
perfect
days'
Harmon, 195 South Mulberry street,
is fall, the ground is freezing some father, Geo. B. Bearce at their hos
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.
Mr.
and there is just enough snow to pitable home on Main street.
Geo.
B.
Bearce,
many
will
be
pleased
make
the
fields
and
hillsides
look
RAW FURS WANTED—Highest mar
ket prices paid for raw funs of all w'Hte 'n the distance, and we are to learn, is now able to be out on
kinds.
Spec ial prices
paid
for all hoping to hear the jingle, jingle pleasant days and fast recovering
heavy furred foxes and dark colored of the sleigh bells, in place of the from a severe illness.
Mr. Bearce, who is a great fisher
coons.
Send for price list
and [ toot, toot of the auto horn on Thank
man, as can be proved by the eighttags.
Carrol E. Fishier, Pembroke, ; giving morning.
But such clear, pure air. Why, it pound trout and sailmon he caught at
Maine.
l Is better than anything the crowded Upper Dam, which now decorates
dining room, never until
Pv VV I and gay city can offer for health and'their
FOR SALE—Two six horse

fishermen at Sebatgo great luck next
spring.
He said, “ I wish you could
have been at tlie Raymond hatchery
a few days ago.
The salmon that
we weir© watching for came up Pan
ther stream and at one sweep of tlie
pool with tlie net, wie took 465 sal
mon. You never saw such big ones,
and so many of them.
1 have no doubt but what
the
largest weighed from 16 to 20 lbs.
WTe could not weigh them for fear
we might injure them, but I did
measure a number that were 36
in. long and very thick through,"
It must have been a wonderful
sight and as everyone was returned
safely to the water, there is as big
fish in the Sebago waters as ever
have been caught.

o il and Edmands is well past 80,
though well and hearty and out every
day fishing for the markets. Doubt
less you have heard of Edmands,’
brass band (military). Well, he’s the
man.
There are plenty of boats and bait
to be had at Beal's fish market on
the dock, a short walk from the rail
road station.
Nantasket beach, iis only four miles
away, easily reached by
trolley.
Himgham, Mass., is famous for its
old colonial families, its
gigantic
erne, its town mill, (1643), and its
Old iShiip church, (1681), both still
doing business at the same old stand.
I went to service there twice last
Sunday. The old burying grounds,
(attached), are interesting to the
antiquarian.
Oome^and see.
J. C. Hartshorne. ...

Nest week comes Thanksgiving. To
the thousands of readers of Maine
Woods I extend greetings, may yon
all eat of turkey, goose, chicken or
Beginning of Nail Industry.
sparnib, may the plum pudding, pum
So far as history records, the first
kin and mince pie by “ done to a
patent taken out for the production of
turn,” and all eat and be mJerry.
nails by machinery was granted to Sir
Fly Rod.
Davis Bulir^r. This was in 1617, when
Bulmer introduced to the wrorld a ma
chine for cutting nails. Great loss of
time in building is easily to be im
agined when hand-made nails were
used and Bulmer’s efforts were sub
stantially appreciated by the British
government.

SMELT FISHING
PROFITABLE
Hingham Famous for Many Things.

ibis year went to Kennebago.
M A P S O F M A IN E
The first of September he went
RESORTS A N D ROADS ■
to Grant’s and with a guide arrang Hingham By the Siea, Nov. 15, 1915.
ed to spend the month there fly Dear Maine Woods:
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
Did you ever catch smelts
froan for maps of the fishing regions of the
fishing, but was taken very ill, and
If not, comae state, etc. We can furnish the follow
had to return home and was not able tine salt sounding sea?
maps:
to leave the house for nearly two on down and try it, the water’s fine ing
Franklin County
$ .50
month®, but no doubt will he among and plentiful.
Somerset County
.50
One
windy
day
last
week
a
friend
Oxford County
.50
the first fishermen to the Range.50
ol mine caught 400, 15 pounds of Piscataquis County
ley® next spring.
Aroostook County
.50
Mr. and Mir®. E. B. Bearce as us the best smelts that swim and worth Washington County
.50
Scores of men, Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
ual went for a hunting trip up to 25 cents per pound.
1.00
women and children stand at the doc Geological map of Maine
.k5
their camp on Beaver Pond.
R. R. map of Maine
. 36
Mrs. Bearce is a fine shot as those wall and do well at it—I’m often one Androscoggin County
.35
Given a platteir full of Cumberland County
who watched her at the Maine of them.
.35
v
.50
The saying, “ You always se.e Lie Sportsman’s outing at
Mountain brook trout and a few freshly caught Hancock County
.35
best game if you leave your gun at View when she won a prize will re smelt, and I’d take the smelt first, Kennebec County
Knox County
.35
home,” was proved to me a fact last member, but the two deer they then, as many of the trout as I Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
could
hrM.
So
yot
see
it
is
a
toss
Thursday, the 11th, of November. In brought home this fall she did not
Penobscot County
.50
*
.35
the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. D. F. claim, but all her friends claim sfee up as to which is the most tooth soar a Waldo County
York County
.35
Field invited Mrs. L. B. Brackett, is an excellent 'cook, and tlie look flsli.
Two
men
I
know,
Messrs.
Palmer
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
Richard Maxcy and friend
from, Miss B. I. Poor and myself for an I had into her preserve closet proves
automobile ride to Farmington.
It it, as well a® the can of delicious and Edmands, are veteran smelt fish
Portland have recently passed a few
Palmer iis at least 75 years
P h illip s
M a in e .
days at J. C. Tirrell’s camp at Mad- was a glorious day and w© took a j mince meat, made of deer meat ermen.
quick spin over the state road, ad which I brought home with, me.
r1'1 and enjoyed some hunting. Frank
miring the scenery along the beauti
Cldek was their guide.
Maxcy got
ful valley of the Sandy river past the
Coming in the train to Farmington
nearer a bear than he did a deer and
neat farms and in 48 minutes were a I had the pleasure of a chat with
when he left the other fellows
at
the Exchange hotel, although we had Arthur H. Briggs of Wintl rop, who
camp and struck out alone one day
they said that it didn’t take Dick” ino ^ eia we ^ad come so quickly as w iis the State Superintendent of the
! laughed and joked aeh other. Coin- Fish Hatcheries,
very long to make camp after he
ling back, when about half way fro m 1 Mr. Briggs was in charge of 20,heard a bear “ holler” near him. All
j Strong, one in the back seat exclaim-j 000 fish that he was taking, to the
three started out to get tl e old fel
ed “ Do you see that cow ahead?” j Dead Riveir waters.
low but failed to see him.
Maxcy
Just then another shouted, “ Why, if
He left the hatchery at Moxie
said there was no mistake about his
you live that iis a big buck dear.” Lake in a snowstorm that morning
seeing him on the trip alone.
True enough, standing there in the and there were four inches of snow
road was this big buck, who stopped on the car, which gave the kids a
A TROPHY TO STIR THE HEART
and looked at us, then crossed and chance for their first snowballing in
C o n d u c ts a fiis t cla ss jo b p rin tin g d e p a r tn en t
OF THE FISHERMAN.
seemed to be laughing at me as I Lewiston, where they took fish from
said, "C(h if only I had my rifle, the Auburn hatchery.
A mounted land-locked salmon was
w h ich sp e cia lize s on C a m p an d H o te l w o rk
which is home in my den, such a
The consignment of fish included
added to the mural decorations of th
good shot.”
He walked around in 16,000 trout and 4,000 salmon.
All
Cambridge, Mas®., Elks in October,
the bushes as if in no hurry and we fingerlirgs and of this numtoer all
w] en George F. Ffeke presented it
all had a chance to admire
»• him, for were lively little fieh and only one
to the Lodge.
he did not seem afraid, but as if a- had turned up on hiis back, and that
The catch weighed 11 pounds and
ware Mr. Field took his Shctguu out was because h e got hurt netting. F8«l4 *
was 31 inches long and 18 inches in
of the car when he left home.
of this size always do well when tak
girth. It was caiught at Sebaigo lake.
This may seem like some of the en to their new homes far from the
fish stories one can prove, “ even if hatchery.
Hard Job.
These fiisih were to be taken to
A Long Island man premised to old Bill Jones iis dead.”
Many a day in August this year Carrabasset and Bigelow by
train
return to his wife if she would ac
knowledge that he was boss. It is one would have needed more warm and that night would be met by thos
pretty hard to change natural facts wraps than we did for that delightful who had charge of placing
them,
by an acknowledgment of the oppo auto ride to Farmington and return Messrs. Harry A. Pierce, Ed Grose,
site—Minneapolis jourial.
last Thursday afternoon.
A W. Jones, Ohais. Barton, C. S.
Husfen.
Some were also for FtelTalk about the wieather!
Why I ker and Spectacle Lake.
I have
bad a birthday one-half a century ag no doubt but wliat these little fel
at I remember.
The sleighing wa lows will live to be big ones and giv
never better and a® they tucked the great sport to the fly fishermen.
warm fur robes around me in the
Supt. Briggs told m e a Very inter
old-fas!1,icined sleigh and I was hatp- Iesting thing, which sh e Id give the
>*CUNS AND
py going to spend Thanksgiving with I
FISH-RODS
W e d e s ig n a n d p r in t B o o k s , L e a fle t s F o ld e rs , |
grandfather and mother, uncles, aunt
William F. Nye is the great and cousins, my mother said, “ I want
e t c ., a n d w o u ld b e p le a s e d to fu r n is h sa m p le s, i
est authority on refined oils in the
you always to remember of this
O f an Occasional Trip to
world. He was the first bottler; has sleigride to Strong on your birthday.
Ti e great changes that have come
d u m m ie s a n d p rice s on r e q u e s t.
the largest business and N YO IL
siine then: The railroad and auto
Will Be Greatly Enhanced I f the
is the best oil he has ever made.
mobile rush over the “ road to
N Y O IL
Strong.” We go to Em telephone and
speak wiitihi our friend® ml’es away.
HAS NO E Q U A L .
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
All this com.es to me and starts the
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home During Your Stay.
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
“ mental loom” to weaving
many Positively the Only First-Class Modern
where a light oil is needed. It pre t’ reads of deep thought and who can House In the City, With All Conven
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
dream of the changes others will see iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
as they press over the “ road to Water and Lbcal and Long Distance
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Telephone in All Rooms.
your firearms and your rod. You will
Strong” in half a century from now?
Just a step from Monument Square
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
I had another birthday ’aist Wed Take
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
the ‘ ‘Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
nesday and it wqs made a very happ Union Stationin trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv
Europ-an Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
one by the presence cf those W’ o
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
W M . F. N YE,
came for an afternoon cup of tea
R. F. HIMMELE1N.
N ew B e d ford , M a w .
and by the many cards and
gifts H. E .TH l I4S T 0 N.
Proprietors.
sent by dear friends from near and

molirne engines at a.bargain. Handy i h“ ppiI’ e88 and 1 am not OTrpris<i<i tha
steers, all sizes.
Beef by * •
are beiD® “ ff®
or quarter. A. R. Sedgeley, Strong. to take a trip to this part of Maine
and see wfhat it is like at Christmas
time.
FOR SALE—Side-board, chairs, din
If they take the train through the
ing table, wood stove and few other
wiiderne&s to Oquio&soc airid Kenneb
household articles.
Mrs. S.
G.
ago, or go up to Bigelow and drive
Haley, Phillips.
to Stratton and Eustis it will surely
be a novel experience, and they will
WANTED—By man and wife, chance never ask again wlhen at tlie Rangeto cook and work around hotels or leys, “Where do you get your ice?
camp or will go anywhere a® ^ - \ L don't s n ^ s e
the lake freezes
takers for same. Mrs. S. B. Heather, over/
4 1 Brown St., Portland, Maine.
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THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

MAINE

-
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MAINE

GOVERNOR AND
COUNCIL INSPECT
Perfect Highway Expected

from

New Hampshire Line at Ports
mouth to Portland.
The new concrete state highway
between Port!ail'd and Dun&tan, Scarboro, was officially opened late Wed
nesday afternoon two weeks
ago,
when Governor Oakley C. Guirtis, and
the menilkrs of has Council, with Hon.
Philip J. Deering, chairman, and the
Maine State Highway Commission rod
over and inspected it. In the party
were the following: Governor Curtis,
the inefmbens of his Council, Hon.
Charles M. Sleeper of South, Ber
wick; Hon. Clark Scates of West
brook; Hon. O. W. Simmons of Kingfield, Hon. John A. Cunningham of
Ellsworth, Hon. 'Silas P. Lawry of
Fairfield, Hon. Micajadi Hudson of
Guilford and Hon. F. W. Burnham ctf
Mlib ridge; the members of the Maine
State Highway Commission, including
besides Chairman Beering, Col. Wil
liam M. Ayer of Oakland and Frank
A Peabody of HoulLtoai; Paul D. Sar
gent, chief engineer cf -the Maine
State Highway Commission; John E.
Bunker, Secretary ’cf State, and D.
W. Hoegg, Jr., of Portland.
Tihe parity left Augusta about 1.30
1>. m., in three automobiles and pro
ceeded via Hallowedl and Gardiner to
Brunswick.
Between Brunswick and
Portland the new Federal highway
was inspected for the first time by
His Excellency and the Council. Ar
riving at Portland the three machines
ccntinjued over tho new concrete road
to Dunstan, officially opening it, al
though traffic had been allowed over
it tihrougbjout the day.
Early in the
evening the party partook of a shore
dinner at Pine Point, after which its
members returned to Portland, and
from that city to their homes through
, out the state.
The members of the party were
delighted with both, the Federal Aid
Highway and the new road between
Portland and Dunstan and feel confi
dent that these two highways will
result in bringing thousands of dol
lars in traffic into Maine.
The new highway between Portland
and Dunstan is eight and a quarter
miles long and begins at Lincoln
street, South Portland npar the end
of
Vaughan's
Bridge,,
extending
tlxrough Dun&tan to the point where
t1 e electric car line leaves the Bos
ton post road for Old Orchard.
It
is constructed of mass concrete and
is of the standard width of 16 feet
metal and 21 feet with the shoulders.
It was built by the Ha&sam Paving
Company of Worcester, Mass., and
is conceded to be one of the smooth
est riding concrete jobs in this coun
try.
The work on the highway began
June 16, and tbie last concrete was
laid on October 30.
The road coup
not be opened until Wednesday how
ever,, because of the construction of
a new concrete bridge over the None
such River in Scarboro. This bridge

W O OD S,

was finished three weeks ago but
\\as only sufficiently hard to with
stand traffic yesterday.
Probably no construction work in
Maine, or in fact in any of the New
England states, was carried out undtfl
greater difficulties.
Rain was al
most constant throughout the sum
mer and as a result the detours laid
out around it by till© Maine Automo
bile Association were rendered prac
tically impas-sablie.
As1 fast as cne
detour was worn out, another had to
be arranged for, and so bad were all
of them, due to the wealthier, that
hundreds c.f automobiles destined int
Maine, turned back at Dunstan.
The contractors also had
their
troubles.
Till© rain greatly inter
fered with their work, much difficult
was experienced in getting material
fast enough to keep up with the
crews, and finally the war in Italy
took away many of tihe laborers on
til© highway and it was necessary to
employ county Prisoners for a time.
The Last Link

The Maine State Highway Commis
sion is now making preparations - to
close up till© last short link in the
state highway between Portland and
Portsmouth, N. H.
TihdS’ is a dis
tance of something over four miles
between the end of the new concrete
at Dunstan and the city oC Saco. Th
Commission plang to do all the pre
liminary work on this stretch, this
winter, start the construction at the
earliest possible moment in
the
spring and rush it to completion by
the first of July in time for the
heavy tide of tourist travel
which
begins about July 4.
It is expected
that this stretch of highway will, be
of the same type of construction as
that between Portland and Dunstan.
When this last link is
finished
there will be a perfect highway from
the New Hampshire line at Ports
mouth to Portland, which in turn wil
connect with the new 25-mile bitu
minous macadam Federal Aid high
way between Portland and Bruns
wick.
Only

, ill

;; i ; i
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McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.

trap

pers and sportsmen in N orth A m erica.
T h e information they contain

is re

liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments o f men who are leaders in the
different branches covered
w orks.
T hese

books should

by these

be

in the

hands o f every man w h o goes into
the w oods,

either for

pleasure or

profit.

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instructions**!
tells how to trap,!
s n a r e , poison
and shoot.
A f
valuable b o o k ;
for trappers. ‘If
all the methods
as given in this’*
had been stud-1
ied out by one
man and he had,
begun trapping!
when Columbus!
discovered
America, more
than four hun-..^,
dred years ago L j
he would not be ^
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information: Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
E S C R IBES the
f ur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i o n, w i t h

D

munri!

p r a c tic a l

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
i and has also followed the Indians over their
traj) lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
The work of stripping th© first erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
haul of salmon taken at the Ray
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
mond hatcliery was conducted Mon The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
day morning under th© direction c.f Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
Supt. George Libby.
While
there rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
were only a portion of the big sal Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
mon stripped, this work will be car The Wolverine; The Rocket Gopher; The
ried on daily now so that those in Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
.Steel Traps.
‘j’ W

terested in the work will be given
an opportunity, to witness the pro
cess.

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES

By virtu© of the authority eomferre
upon us by the provisions of Chap.
32, Sec. 39, R. S. as am. by Chapter
222 of the Public Laws cf 1915, we,
having received written complaint
from the owners o f th© land that
beaver are doing actual, substantial
damage to their property,
hereby
declare an open season on beaver,
from December 1, 1915 to December
31, 1915, inclusive on the following
townships:
Township Number One, Range Five
W. B. K. P. Franklin County, known
as Jim Pond Town.
The Town of Eustis, Franklin Coun
ty.
The East Half of Dallas Plantation
Franklin County.
During th© open season
herein
provided on the lands above specifi
ed, it shall be lawful for any license
hunter and trapper of fur bearing an
imals to trap beaver thereon,, but no
person shall set a trap for bea/ver
within ten feet of a beaver house.
Witness our hands this 10th day of
November A. D., 1915.
Harry B. Austin,
Walter I. Neal,
F. E. Mace,
Co., Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game, State of Maine.
I

by leading publishers, hunters,

BOOK of
structions f or]
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. RJ
Ilarding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,1
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa-'Jiper. The most com
plete book on how(j§5
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building J?
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers .where material, sapliqgs, polek, boards,,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Rear Ben; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build: Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Role Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Rit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s C&tch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; .From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps,

A

jJPricc, poitpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

SE N D H LL
O R D E R S TO

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e follow ing books arc endorsed

By the end of the next season it
is expected that there will be an im
proved highway for th© entire dis
tance between Portland and Bangor
with the exception of only about 12
miles which are not very bad. This
long stretch- will connect up with the
hundreds of miles, of other new state
highway throughout Maine, and will
make this state a veritable network
of good roads, reaching out into every
section of it.

P U B L IC N O T I C E

C.
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BOOKS

12 Miles.

S T A T E O F M A IN E .

should have a wholesome,
tend r crust that melts into
the filling so perfectly that
even &wo pieces are not
enou g h .Y on can m ake such
pastry wilh the specially
milled Ohio Red Winter
wheat flour that, makes
everything bett ran d goes
farther—the : !1 ’ round flour
for bread, cake and pastry
known as

PHILLIPS,

in a
practical man
ner, the
training,
handling, treatment,
breeds,
etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
Contains
genuine.
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illustrations, 26 chapters as follows:
e s c r ib e s

D

ELLS about the
Hudson sBay Com
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of ‘
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to IHreLAvoid, etc., etc. The tf Spfpl
author (Martin Hunter)*
was with the Hudson KAjyj
Bay Company for about '
40 years— from 1863 to j
1903 and the i n f n r m a - J
lion is given from almost a half century’s
experience. This book contains -77 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

The Hudson’s Bay Coirqiany: The "Free Trader”
Part 1—Hunting Donrs, Nixht Hunting. The Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
Night Hunting Dog—Hla Ancestry. Training ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
the H unting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
ing for Skunk. Opossum and Mink. W olf and Indian Packs. Indian Mode o f Hunting Beaver,
Coyote Hunt ing. Training Afor Squirrels and Indian Mode of Hunting' Lynx and Marten. Indian
.and Rabb ts. Training the Deer Hound. Training Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
—Specific Things to Teach, Trai ling—Random Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
Suggestions from Many Sources. Pari 2—Breed to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs. Chiseling and
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. - A Tame Seal,
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued), The Care c f Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness; A Case
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail o f Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
ments o f the Dog. Part 3 _ f)og Lore—Still Trail Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shota, A
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on^the Trap Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The l’.raa
Line, Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The Eyed Duak. Good Wages Trapping, A Pai d Neces
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The sary. A Heroic Adven'ure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Beagle, Dachshurd and Basset Hound. Pointers Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f ’Ralson. ,
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Price, postpaid, olotb bound 60 cents
Collies, House and W atch b o y . A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Teims,

ST EEL T R A P S

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

FUR FA R M IN G
BOOK of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
authority on fa r
rrf
raising—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s *
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

8KN0

the
DESCRIBES
esyarn
c
r makes
arious
and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
.This book contains
'■333 Pag es. 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
f printed on good qual
' ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
Ahave long needed.
« Gives the history of
t steel traps, how made,
J •
r ‘
sizes tor various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaw s; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall 1 rapping; band
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching, Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 ceata.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
wifeihr*i
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits;. Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

I

CAM P AND TRAIL METHODS
H IS is one of thex y ^ . ^ w -^
m o s t practical r “
"
books on woodcraft
CAMP-TRAIL
ever written contain
M ETHODS
ing valuable informa
L_.
tion for all lovers of
'M B
the great outdoors.
The author of this?
book has spent years 1
in the woods, so
knows what is want-.|
■:v <•' V-S-’-J
ed by the woodsmen,
| Jin1f’mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snow-shoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 centa.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 rents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv-r
ing many methods)
of trapping. A v a i l
uable book for trap- j
pars as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that ‘
is if you want to
catch mink. This;
book is edited by;
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; G ood and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers'
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the. Voung
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

HE most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
S C I E N C E OF
T h e author says
1 F IS H IN G
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
"Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits: Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— G ood Places.

I

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cent*

M A IN E W O O D S ,
SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to M A IN EjjW O O D S, outing edition

$1.25

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,
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powder?
The black powder i® more accurate.
This is. one of the cartridges which,
designed in the old black powder
days, will not stand speeding up
without loss of accuracy.
Please tell me if there is a factory
making a single barrel shotgun, ham
merless, with ejector, and if so,
w here ?
If you will look through the adver
tising columns of any of the sport
ing magazines you will find a num
ber of firms listing single barrel shot
guns, hamim.erless and ejector, both
domestic and imported. These guns
are of course used
principally for
tra.p shooting.

the .22 long rifle in fine target
shooting, also range?
Ans. For fine target shooting, the
.22-7-45 is not quite as accurate as
tlie .22 long rifle.
The difference,
however, is very small, and for prac
tical purposes, can be disregarded.

t

I

*

“ Well show me to the place where
you got such a fine bag, and I'll he
hiking home,” i said without a quiv
er.
The men again grinned rather
sheepishly.
‘‘W e’ll let you in on something if
you won’t squeal,’’ the man with the
bag said.
I nodded.
“ We bought these off a couple of
gunners to take home and blow about.”
That’s what I wa® after, but
I said, “ Chi weli, never mind, and
started off down the pathi towards
home.
I followed up those fellows,
and the court fined them $400 and
costs for buying ruffed grouse.
There are several songbirds which
it te unlawful to kill.
These are
tiie brown thrush, tewhee or chewink ,
vesper sparfow, blackburnian warb
ler, scarlet, tanager, cat bird, tree
sparrow, and the golden robin.
I
have known a man to pay 115 good
dollars for the fun of killing these
bird® to eat—about a half a pound
of meat in alii, and lose a fine gun
as well which was forfeited to the
state.

A. D. T., Middletown., N. Y.
Could you advise me how the 3240 smokeless 1894 is for deer? Tims
rifle is not high power. I purchased
one a while ago and have tried it
for penetration at 200 yds. and I do
not think it powerful enough.
Ans. Personally I do not consider
the 32-40 smokeless low
pressure
cartridge sufficiently
powerful for
deer.
Use the 32-40 high power car
T. C. P., Laeombe, Alta.
tridge and you will have a sufficient
1. Does it pay to reload 30-30 cart ly powerful cartridge for the game
ridges when factory loaded ones cost you are after.
H. 0., Buffalo, New York.
the .38 Special.
Will you kindly gave your opinion ' 3. Which would be the better belt $1.25 per box of twenty?
Ans. It depends on how much you
In regard to different front sights gun for hunting, an automatic pistol
value
your own time and whether
now on the market, to be used with or a revolver?
you wish. to take the risk or not.
rear aperture sigl t.
Do you con
An®. This is a good deal a mat
sider the V.M. er Vickers-Maxim ter of personal preference. The au There is no doubt but that reload
ing ammunition carries with it con
front sight the equal or superior to tomatic pistols and revolvers
are
siderable risk, especially with mod
the ivory or gold bead
sight for both reliable and accurate).
The license fees will, prevent mere
ern ammunition.
hunting and target shooting.
Have
beys from hunting in many
cases
4. Is the Lugar automatic pistol
2. What is the diameter in hun
any of the prominent riflemen tried as reliable as the Colt?
but men who have not yet Learned
dredths of an inch of the bore of a
out the V.M. front sight and has as
what real sport i®, will continue to
Ans. The Luger is a reliable and
good a grouip been made with, it as excellent weapon, but it handles.—at rifle which uses round lead balls
k,-ll unlawful game, continue in the
that
weigh
thirty
to
the
pound?
With bead.
As I expect to equip least to my way of thinking— the
unlawful traffic of buying and sell
Ans. The diameter o f the bore of Fined $400 for Buying Ruffled
my 1895* rifle taking the ’96 U. S- wrong kind of cartridges for hand
ing game until apprehended and
a barrel which
would just
fit
a
shell with new sight, I would like arm work.
made
to pay for their sport by the
Grouse.
round lead ball Weighing 30 to the
your opinion before doing so.
court, in fines and loss of valuable
5. Is the .32 self-loading powerful pound, that is, a 30 gauge bore, is
An®. Tlhe idea of using an apert enough for deer?
guns.
.537 inches.
Scranton, Pa., Nov. 22, 1915.
ure front sight, that is, a sight con
Mate Wason.
Ans. Yes,
(Written for Maine Woods.)
' 1f »i ! ! •k i ’ i i ; : |
taining a small hole to look through
6. Would you consider the 25-35 A. C. H., Central City, Iowa.
I have been a small game hunter
—at least on the front of the barrel
1. Will you kindly tell me if an for years.
My boyhood recollections
—instead of t ie regular bead sight, a good all-around rifle up to and inautomatic shotgun, any make, will of the sport are still vivid. It was
is not by any means a new one. It c.uding deer?
Ans. The 25-35 or the .25 Rem. shoot as hard on account of the re the height cf my ambition at eight
Is used almost exclusively by shoot
pump years of age to get possession of
ers for very fine
target
shooting come as near being an all-around coil, as a single barrel or
gun?
cartridge
as
one
can
get,
although
of
fathers gun, and steal out through
when there are no restrictions as to
course
there
is
no
such
thing
as
a
Ans.
Most
positively,
yes.
Autothe woodshed on a gunning trip.
the sights which may be used.
All
Trains coanSng into Bangor from,
loa ng shotguns, any make, shoot Chapter* one usually
consisted of
of the short range rifle records of real “ all-around cartridge.”
the northern part of the state are
just
exactly
as
hard
as
any
other
7.
What
is
the
penetration
of
the
struggling
for
several
minutes
with,
the N. R. A. Indoor League have
The range?
type of shotgun.
the ponderous weapon whale the beau covered with snow underneath, which
been made with aperture sights. The 259-3000 Savage?
Ans.
I
cannot
seem
to
get
this
2.
Will
the
automatic
shotgun
tiful songbird kindly waited on a Dr Watson would take a® a sure
Vickers-Maxim sight is an application
information
as
yethandle
the
shells
every
time—if
us
nearby tree until I got ready
to sign that it has been snowing up
cf this principle to game shooting,
Thi®! i® the fact and It i®'
ing
new
shells?
shoot.
Chapter two proved to be state.
and while I have personally not yet
an important one for the hunters, as
Ans.
Autoloading
shotguns
are
W.
W.
W.,
Wauchula,
Fla.
doubly
interesting;
the
gun
went
off,
had an opportunity to try the sight
Wi’iL you kindly tell me the maker just as reliable as other repeating ac oh ye®, and so did the bird, leaving it means that the hunting conditions
out, I see no reason why it should
There are hundreds of
of
the “ Seminole Slhotgun” and when tions, and as with we’d made machin only a broken bough, to tell the story are ideal.
Dot give excellent results. Cf course
ery of all kinds, from automobiles to of my marksmanship. I gazed upon •hunters who will net go into the
located?
you understand that in target shoot
It is easy
Ans. I do not seem to find any wheelbarrows, will operate perfectly the place where the bird had been weed® until snow flic®.
ing, the aperture is usually made jus
i.0 track game with a white covering
if
given
any
kind
of
intelligent
care.
shotgun
of
standard
manufacture
from
a
position
on
the
ground
and
large enough so as to leave a small
3. Does it make any difference gunning for small game had lost or the earth, and it also happens
ring of white around the bull’s-eye. listed under thi® name. There are
what
size load is used, heavy or some cf its glory, perforce. At that that at this seaiscn of the year the
of
course
shotgun
manufacturing
Iu game shooting, the Vickers-Maxcompanies
who
make
up
shotguns—us
-1
light?
t'ffle I was only a misguided sports bucks are out of the lowlands, ready
iui sight is made large enough so as
ually
in
the
lower
price
grades—fori
Ans.
They
handle
all
standard
facman, untrained to use the weapon for whatever may come their way. A
to enclose a good portion of
the
dealers,
under
various
names
oth
er'
tory
loaded
ammunition.
which I held in my hand®, and with good big buck is worth three or four
game. I think you will find this sight
I tl an the actual manufacturer. This !
no knowledge of the kind cf gaane small doe® in the mindis of most
will he satisfactory.
Jmay be one of them.
, L K., Plattevllle, Wis.
which it wa© lawful to kill, providing true sportsmen.
1. Will you please inform me if I could hit it.
E. M. K., St. Paul. Minn.
W. M. S., Gloucester, Mas®.
'the .22 long cartridges for a .22
M. S. Brackett ha® returned from
There are men to-day, with many
What is your opinion of t’ e 32-20
Do you know of any way that I i rifle carry as true as shorts cr long years to their credit who are a® John Haynes’ camp with, a party of
as an all around side-arm, L. e., for
much misguided sportsmen as I was hunters and brought two deer with
sporting and target shooting? How can get a bullet in perfect condition rifle?
Ans. I haven’t any use for the Iat the age of eight.
Foreigner® h’m .
dr you think it compares with the just as it left the barrel of my rifle,
It is net as ac 1especially do not seem to know the
I want to see a bullet .22 long cartridge.
.38 Special?
I want a side-arm to when fired?
curate as the .22 long rifle nor as ' first rule® about gunning for small
carry in the woods and for purely alter it lias been fired in order to
Deer are getting to be quite com
powerful, and cannot do anything game.
know
how
much
impression
is
made
While I was serving a® mon in the town of Orrington.
romantic reasons prefer the 32-20 hut
On
on it by the rifling.
that the regular .22 short cartridge i game warden in Pennsylvania 1 was
do not want it if it will net do the
Sunday morning about 7.30, Mrs. C.
The simplest way to see the effect won’t do.
obliged, to use all my wits to round W. Curtis of that town noticed
work off a .38 Sfpecial.
a
of the rifling *on the bullet is t o ' 2. Will .22 long rif’e mus&ircoms Up
c iass 0f sportsmen. ForeignAns. I haven’t much, use for the
deer appear in a field near her home,
ers have great respect for
brass
32-20 cartridge when compared with take a bullet out of the she'd and Jkill fox, and at what range?
'The deer seemed, to be .unaware of
hollow i buttons and a blue uniform hut I
the .38 Special cartridge for revolver poke it through the barrel. This is'j Ans. The .22 long rifle
any danger and came fearlessly up
difficult in high power rifles, that is, j point cartridges, loaded with Les- |wore neither of these as I could do
work.
m. revolver is essentially an
the road almost to the house, stood
rifle® with metal jacketed bullets, mok or semi-smokeless powder will : better work tn citizen’s clothes. One
arm to shoot a large calibre bullet
stllil an instant and crossed into a
owing to the pressure necessary, h it; kill fox but not with certainty a.t <jay ^ the
j determined to get
over moderately short ranges,
and
hillside field where it went out of"
of course is veiny easy with .22 cali- Iover 50 yards.
after my game dressed as a hunter. sight.
the .38 Special is a better cartridge
It wa® a very beautiful crea
3. What is the killing lange for I was not then
bre size®.
In one way it is net
well-known and ture and came near enough to th*?
than the 32-20.
The fact that al
the .22 long on small game, such as would not be recognized; easii’y.
most all of the prominent
target exactly accurate a® pushing the bulCurti® house so the markings on it
’ et through may deform it enough to rabbit, squirrel, etc.
I had not tramped far before I could he easily distinguished.
shots in this country use at least .38
Ans. The .22 long will kill! con ran across a party of four hunters.
scat into the rifling, and on the
calibre is rather good evidence that
other hand, the upsetting caused by sistently on game such as rabbits, They had shopped to rest and get a
the .38 calibre is the proper size—at
Herbert Spinney has a crew of
the powder pressure is not present. squirrel, etc., providing they are hit bite to eat.
I walked leisurely up t
least for target work.
men clearing up and tnilmmting the
V prominent experimenter by the in any vital spot at about 50 yds. them an<l accosted one of the men.
name of F. W. Mann, who has done The .22 long rifle is good for at
“ Get any birds this morning?” I trees on Thorne’s Head, near Bath.
W. J. B., Poynette, Wis.
Mr. Spinney ha© been in Massachus
least 120 yd®.
an
enormous
amount
of
research
work
enquired.
1. Is the 30-40 powerful
enough
etts studying the hatching of pheas
along rifle shooting lines, ha® found
“A
few,”
answered
the
fellow,
for grizzly?
on
6 . C. M., Indianapolis, Ind.
that
the
be®t
possible
way
to
catch
briefly.
I dropped down cn a knoll ants by the State authorities
Ans. The 30-40 U. S. Army cart
How doe® the .22-7-45 compare with and leaned back to rest my back; game and obtaining experience, plan
bullets so as not to deform them is
ridge is powerful enough, for grizzly
in oiled sawdust.
I quote his meth
against a tree.
The men were not ning to raise some pheasant chicks
bear.
od
of
preparing
the
sawdust:
“
The
forward
it
seemed,
preferred to be and liberate them in. the woods' in
2. Which is the better cartridge
Experts say that in
correct
method
of
preparing
is.
to
let
alone
I
judged,
but I wanted to this vicinity.
for a revolver, the .38 Special or the
the
suburbs
of
Batli and in Ph ipps sift
through
No.
12
mesh
sieve
fine
be friendly, so I kept a talking.
.44 Russian?
burg pheasants could thrive, owing
maple
or
birch
sawdust
and
mix
with
“
I
don’t
see
wihot
becomes’
of
the
Ans. Personally, I would prefer
thin machine oi.L which will not gum.
birds round here,” I said, “ why
I to the nature of the land.
The dust takes much oil and suffic
used to get the “ limit” every time
ient must he added to thoroughly sab*
I came out, and perhaps one or two
Carroll Bowers, son of Mr.
and
u-ate without dripping; then resieve
thrown in for luck,” I smiled. The Mrs. Oscar Bower® of Machias got
through a No. 6 or No. 4 mesh, and
men grinned.
lost in the woods at the head of
if properly prepared it wild not cake,
“ I haven’t seen a bird to-day,’ ’ J Hadley’s lake and wandered about
pursued.
“ There is no uise bunt- for hours.
He climbed a tall tree
There are m any form s o f headache, hut will fall hack into the furrow
dry
but the sick headache is about the made by the bullet a® coarse,
ine in these wood® any longer.” One to take ain observation and fell to
worst evpr. W h en it on ce fastens on sand will act.’’
The old black pow
of the men got up and lifted a large the ground injuring himself quite
you, it lasts a g o o d w hile, unless y ou
canvas bag from a cache of leave® badly.
A large number cif men
Oppo«ite State House, Boston, Mass.
know how to get rid o f it. Sick head der cartridges will sometime® drive
four or five feet through this oiled
and twigs. were out hunting for him Friday
ache usually com es from the stom ach
Offers room with hot and
or liver, and y ou must help these o r  sawdust, and of course modern high
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
“ We have had fine luck,” he said, iu'cht and all day Saturday. He spent
gan^ before the head can be relieved.
and up, which includes free
pressure bullets will go a very con
allowing me to peep into the bag. tlie night in the woods, and early
A few doses o f “ L. F .” A t w o o d ’ s M e d 
use o f public shower baths.
There were surely ten or twelve l the morning wandered into a barn
icine will put you r stom ach to rights, s’derable distance beyond this.
Banked snow will stop bullets with Nothing to Equal This in New England fine birds.
regulate the bile, and act on the b o w 
at Marshfield, went to sleep, woke up
els. As soon as g o o d order is se out deforming them* and an experi
“ You are some hunters, I judge. hi about 3 o'clock Saturday after
Rooms with private baths
cured, the dizzy feelin g and n aggin g
for $1.50 per day and up;
menter has told me that solid ice
noon and arrived home at 3.30. He
Where do you hail from;?”
pain will leave you r head, and soon
suites of two rooms and bath
v
s
ill
do
it
also,
although
I
have
never
“ Water® its from Reading, Peters vas confined to the house several
you will be as well as ever. N o m ed i
for $4.00 per day and up.
cine is better for sick headache or seen it done with ice.
lives in Lehigh. County somewhere days by reason of his injuries but is
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F round Carbondale, Jim Davis lives able to be about at present.
biliousness.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Buy a 3 5c bottle at y ou r nearest store,
where I do, in Bushkill,.’’ I put each
A. E. B., Calais, Me.
Send for Booklet
or write to-d ay for fre e sam ple.
FOR
M A IN E
name down in m,y memory book as S U B S C R IB E N O W
Which is the mors accurate 45-70
STORER F. GRAFTS
Gen. Manager
“L. F.” Medicine C o .,
Portland M e. W.H.V. or 45-70-405 Gov’t.
W O ODS.
hard, and! fast as I coulld.
black

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

MISGUIDED
SPORTSMEN

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

A H e a d F u ll
of A ch e

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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ADAM AND EVE TO
STAY TILL DEC. 1

WOODS,

MR. M A N N ’S L E T T E R .
Says Couple Are Showing Courage
That Surprises Him.

Solon, Nov. 15, 1915.
The Portland Daily Press,
Couple in Ragged Shelter.
Portland, Maine.
Gentlemen:
I was up to get Adam’s
report
Wi'tli heads bowed down, practic
Estes and his wife asked
ally no clothes on their back and Saturday.
me to write you and say that they
the raiggedesit of shelters to protect
had changed their mind and would
them from the snow, Mr. and Mrs. stay in the wocds until December 1,
Walter F. Estes were Sunday found as they planned from the first. Their
under a makeshift lean-to with a j trip to Boston will be extra as they
bright fire burning before them.. The j want to fulfill their first agreement.
They say they are getting along
had been located by Fred C. Mann
comfortably
now.
Mrs. Estes has a
of Solon, the guide who ha® been
bringing messages from the modern deer skin suit and they have a small
lean-to on this side of Gully brook,
Adam and Eve to The Press.
a few yards from the railroad track.
Mr. Mann found the two young
They say they are not suffering
people after searching for hours
f-cm the cold and that they
have
through the woods.
He had fully
enough to eat, such as their bill of
expected to find that they had per
fare consists of.
Mr. Estes says he
ished from the cold. Thinking only
;s stronger than he was when he en
•of the safety and comfort of the two
tered the woods.
Mrs. Estes,
al
hardy people, the guide tried to in
though some weak, is gaining fast
duce them to give up their experi
every day and says in a week she
ment of staying in the wocds and re
will be able to tackle another deer.
turn to civilization, but this they re
Although they must have suffered
fused to do.
They were even indig
after losing their camp at Deer bog,
nant at the suggestion and declared
they have shown courage that sur
tnat they would stay until December
prised me.
I think now they will
1 as they had agreed.
go through, with, their experiment, a
Because of the recent sickness of thing I did not think they could do
Mrs. Estes and the terribly cold at the first.
Wi'tli. the weather that
weather, Mr. and Mrs. Estes
had they have had, they must have suffer
planned to leave the woods next Sat ed a lot they have not said anything
urday and walk to Boston.
Now about.
they have decided to stay until Dec.
When I did not hear from them
1 They are confident that they will fcr most a week, I got anxious about
go through with, their
experiment, them and went in search of them. I
their health is of the best and they walked for miles in and" around
are satisfied they will accomplish Deer bog expecting every minute to
what they have set out to do.
find them frozen to death, as it was
The story of the finding of the very cold and it had begun to snow.
couple is contained in a letter re I myself was obliged to camp for the
ceived from Mr. Mann Tuesday night. night, and I know by my night's exIt is a simple straightforward tale perience what they are going through.
without any rhetorical adornment an
I found them the next day about
it tells, better than
anything else noon.
They sat in the lean-to that
could, of the suffering through which you could throw a cat through in
the couple must have passed.
almost any place, with a fire burn-

Guide Mann

Finds

the

Young

Where To Go In Maine
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish1 hunting. Send for circular.

FI. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Oaratunk, Me.

YORK CAM P S,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
FISHINC
AT

John 6 a rv llle 's (Samps
at. S p r in g L ake
Salmon, square taitod and lake trout. My camps
are moet charmingly situated an the shares of
3pring Lake, weM fuaaiahed. excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and rhe table ib first-class,
elevation l.K6i> feet a have sea level, grandest scen»BjrAnd to mountaia air. Hay fever and malaria
uokrovro. Spring; Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salaam fishLag and in the neighboring
'■«tneamsABd pondaace abundance of broolc trout.
Buck board roads only £-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort.. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars.
JOHN CAJIVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot j
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Mainq.

LAKEW O OD CAM PS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one o f the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Best Salmon.and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fuming begins about June l. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam. Maine.

Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
where you are sure o f getting game, deer, bears
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send
fo r circular.
C. A. SPAULDING.
Caratunk, Me.

Go to
BLAINE VILE S’

LED GE HOUSE AND C A B IN S
Dead River,

-

-

Maine

Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accommodations, Reasonable Prices.
Special .Sunday Dinners.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine's ideal family vacation resort. Good fishing and hunting
Section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Mainer

PACKARD S GAM PS

W EST END
H O TEL
CASTNER,

P o rtla n d ,

ine in front of it.
They sat With
bowed down heads having only one
deer skin, Mrs. Estes bad this.
All
that Mr. Estes had wais some run
ning pine wound around him.
It was a sad picture to look upon.
I tried my best to g e t them to give
up and oome out as they would sure
ly freeze to death.
They got read
mad at me for mentioning such a
thin as that.
I asked them wlhiat
they were planning to do <$nd they
said that hard luck threw them into
this place and hard luck would help
them out, and, to my surprise, it has,
but I know it has not been without
a good many sleepless hours
and
hardship's that I do not beiiieve an
other woman and man would tackle.
Youirs- truly,
Fred Mann.

TILE DRAINAGE PLANS
Three Systems Easily Laid Out
by the Farmer.
Best Plan to Combine Water From All
Drains Into a Single Main, Having
But One Opening— Some of
Benefits Derived.

Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
ridge and duck hunting.

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Beat fishing regionIpeclal June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BE A SPORT
and go hunting this fall. You will find good,

w .rm camps, good table and good beds at the

W E S S E X L, C A M P S

M a d a w a s K a L a k e s , M a in e

H U N T E R S
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock
shooting. New locality open to hunt
ers. Write to
HEMON S. BLACKWELL,
Saddleback Lake Gamps,
Dallas. Maine.

BILLY SO U LE'S NEW G A M P S
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

RANGELEY LAKES
P. O. Address STOCKHOLM , Me. 3 miles from
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker. W rits
B. & A. R . R. on good auto road. Rates $2.00 for free circular.
per day. $10.50 per week.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Berais. Maine,

N O R G O R D .)

-----

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
On Rangeley Lake.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
Tavern all year. Lake View House
gnd poultry from our own farm, enabl route.
luly 1 to Oct.
Best
fishing and hunting. Booklets.
ing us to Berve only fresh vegetables,
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Rangeley, Maine.
American plan. Send for circular.
Ronrnl Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L, Proprietor.
R ound Mountain, Maine

muTchesT and prevents waste oFm oist and its weather beaten faded sides
ure by surface evaporation.
e< uld be plainly be seen from the

It prevents washing, and holds fer-1 highway.
tility in the soil and increases its ca- j
A short time afterwards one of the
pacity for water.
It improves the texture of the soil neighbors, who was riding along the
and sets free much plant-food that ] r >ad. looked across the fields in hopes
would otherwise not be available. of seeing a deer waiting to be shot;
when what should he see right on
top of the stone wall, but a large
fox standing.
He hastened to the
house of Mr. Scribner to tell him. of
the discovery.
So out came ‘ ‘Gene” with his gun
ail loaded to lav low Mr. Fox, who
could still be plainly seep upon the
wall.
Creeping as near as possible with
out frightening the fax Gene took ail
and fired.
The fox never stirred from his pos
ition however, and Gene fired again,
wondering if lus eyesight or his gun
Very 6 ften tough clay soils may be
had gone hack on him.
made friable by drainage, and to re
He then went to investigate when
spond with increased crops.
it.
was discovered that he lad put
Produces early soils and large root
systems, because a water-soaked soil two bullet holes through his son's
is very slow to become warm In the o’.d box trap which. was set for
spring, while well drained soil warms squirrels.
quickly. This insures a vigorous root
We have mighty hunters here in
system, consequently better crops.
this part of Maine.
Develop the root system by lower
Gertrude I. Barrows.
ing the water table, because roots can
not grow below the water table.

TORY HILL

Ventilation Needed. Greenhouses require free ventila
tion.

*

Nov. 23.
Miss
Eleanor
Hutchins,
who is
The arrangement of a drainage sys
teaching in Temple, came home Sun
Using up the Forests.
tem has a great deal to do with the
It is estimated that there are taken day for a week’s vacation. Misses
cost of construction as well as its ef
ficiency. There are three systems from our forests yearly, including Stella and Mabel are also expected
which cap easily be laid out by farm waste in logging and in manufacture, home for Thanksgiving.
ers, and the drawings accompanying : 20.000.000.000 cubic feet of wood, val- | Last Wednesday evening about 20
this article show how they are to be ued at about $1,250,000,000. There are i
used in a single year 90,000,000 cords friends and neighbors met with Mr.
laid out.
One system (Fig 1) is that in which of firewood, nearly 400,000,000,000 ai d Mrs. W. E. Gates and enjoyed a
The next one will be held
laterals enter a main tile from the board feet of lumber, over 444,500,000 sing.
.sides at an angle. If"the angle ap board feet of veneer, 135,000,000 ties, with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peary,
proaches closely to a right angle each 1.686.000.000 staves, over 136,000,000 November 2i.
lateral should be given a slight turn sets of heading, over 353,000,000 bar
Floyd Mitchell had the misfortune
rel hoops, over 3,300.000 cords of na to get his ankle caught and quite
tive pulpwood, 165,000,000 cubic feet
badly injured between
two
logs
of round
mine timbers,
nearly
while
worjkiug
in
the
woods
in
King1,500,000 cords of wood for distillation, }
He is home for a few days
over 140,000 cords for excelsior and { field.
nearly 3,500,000 telegraph and tele but at thd® writing i® doing nicely
and hopes to soon be able to resume
phone poles.
his work.
✓
Mr. and Mrs. Obas. Hutchins were
Secrecy in Dispatches.
The war department telegraph code, on the Hill Sunday.
revised and distributed from the office . Mrs. Mary Gleason, who was the
of the chief signal officer of the army, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. Plaistis kept under lock and key in the de
ed a few' days last week, has return
partment, in the office of every post
commander, in the headquarters of ed home.
Lucille Sedgeley woe the guest of
every armed force in the field, and
is issued individually to every officer Feme Gould at her boarding place
of the United States Signal corps. iast Wednesday night.
The navy likewise hafs a code of its
Emery Moore of South Strong was
own, and each of the three depart a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Moores
ments mentioned uses, when neces one day recently.
sary,
the codes of the other two.
Figur* 1.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gates, Mr.
and
Mrs. Herman Plai&ted and daugh
toward the mouth of the main before
State of Confusion.
ter, Thelma and Mr. Leonard Pratt
entering it, in order to make the wa
“ Does your wife play bridge.”
ter entering the main run as nearly
“ I don’t know. She tried to show were guests of Mr. and Mrs. (’has.
| parallel to the main as possible.
me how it is played, and it bridge . N. Plaisted last Sunday.
In a drainage system (Fig. 2) where is the game she tried to teach me.
Mrs. John Stine,hfield was quite
the length of a line of tile exceeds nobody can play It.”
I’,! a few days last week.
800 or 1,000 feet, the size of the tile
Mrs. Floyd Taylor of West Free
] at the lower end should be increased.
man
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
'
The
Gaucho.
In many Instances each line of tile
The gaucho, or cow boy of the plains Gates recently.
[ is made to empty into an open ditch.
Fannie Brackley, who has
been
This saves the expense and work of of the basin of Rio de la Plata, has
laying the main tile. However, the been celebrated in song and story ccnfined to the house by illness for
difficulty of keeping so many open quite as much as has his prototype in some weeks, is much better and was
ings free from obstruction is usually North America, to which he closely a guest of her cousin, Carroll Brackso great that it pays better to com corresponds. The gaucho is not al ’ ey and family last wreek.
bine the water from all drains into a ( ways, however, a cowboy; he is oc
Lillian Abbott is a guest of Mr.
casionally a rover and his intimate
j single main, having but one opening, j knowledge
and
Mrs. Leslie StinohfSield.
of
frontier
life
has
been
of
In using this system the lines of j
Freeman Chick is working for
tile should, of course, run with the j great value in the gradual develop
slope of the land, rather than across ment of Argentina’s vast Patagonian Ch.as. Hutchins in his mail.
wilderness.
it
The Maine Farmer man wras on
The grouping system of drainage
the Hill recently.
■ (Fig. 3) is used where the land is ir
Diamond as a Talisman.
Stinchfield & Grover, cream col
1 regular in contour and has depres
The diamond, being the most pre lectors for the Turner Centre Cream
sions needing drainage with hlghei cious and beautiful of gems, has in
j land between not requiring drainage j numerable legends connected with it, ery, have changed onto the winter
Much land is so situated that a greai but it has always been considered the time and will now collect twice a
benefit would come to it, with a very safest of talismans. Because it sig week, Mondays and Thursdays.
small expenditure, with this system, nifies purity, innocence, and joy, and
Some of the important benefits oi is supposed to maintain peace, it has
drainage may be briefly summarized come to be the engagement symbol.
as follows: It removes surplus water i
and makes room for more capillary
(B y PROF. C. P.

P ro p ’r . Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
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H. M .

R a n geley L a k e s
R an geley.
M aine

PHILLIPS,

MIGHTY HUNTERS
IN MAINE
Otisfiield, Nov.

12, 1915.

T o the Editoriof Maine Woods:

Now that the law is o ff in Cumber
land county on deer, our hunt vrs are
once more seien carrying arms, but. it
is seldom that they are burdened
with game.
We have some
good
shots in this part of Maine, as this
story will testify.

esteemed trader E. L . Scrib
ner boasts of taking five bottles on
the wing before they alight. He also
Figure 2.
has a son who is growing up in the
water, thus increasing the supply footsteps of his father; for lately
the little fellow set a box-traip .in
available to plant-roots.
It makes possible the storage of hopes of securing a red squirrel
large quantities of moisture against which, scampered over the stone wall
drought.
of an adjoining field.
It makes &
The trap was of large proportions
Out

¥

•[[The departure of the
cook or the maid does
not prostrate the lady
w ho

knows

the

effi

ciency of the want ads.
^1 A n d want ad-reading
servants are of the desir
able class.
Seldom does a “ girl
w an ted” ad run its full
time until a “ S top— girl
supplied”
ceived.

order is re

;

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

Helen Piike, Gretchen Ninde,
Har
riett Smith; candy table, Mrs. Orra
Luce (chairman), Mrs. Rose Kings
ley, Mrs. Gertrude Richards, Mrs. Be
tha Partridge, Mrs. Bertha Mditchell.
George Norton has closed a suc
Popular Nurse Returns to Town— cessful term, of school at Dallas and
is at home for the Tlhanlksigiiiving re
Mrs. Gates Seriously 111.
cess.
Be will return for the winter
term.

COMMITTEES
CHOSEN FOR FAIR

(Special CorresDondence.)

M A I N E , N O V E M B E R 25, 1915.

recovery.
Rev. John Dunstan preached an In
teresting missionary sermon Sunday
morning and Sunday evening he gave
five reasons why pepiple do not at
tend dhunoh.
Bben Miasitermain ha® finished Ills
v ork with the Wear-ever aluminum
wear and has returned to his home
ii Jay.
Miss Mjanion Presson spent Sunday
with Mis® Hazel Mitchell and
at
tended church.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Hunter and
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Winslow went to
Farmington Monday evening to see
“ The Birth of a Nation.’ ’

The friends of Mrs. S.. D. Gates
November 22.—{Mias Edna are sorry to know she iis very ill.
Gilman returned Saturday night froan Her daughter, Mrs. Etta Small of
a few days’ visit with relatives at Norwood, Maisis., caime Saturday night,
Lewiston.
on account of her illness.
Mrs. Susie Gabriel of Bootlibay
Walter Bradford hais gone to RedHarbor a rrived in town Saturday and ington with his horses where lie will
plans to spend the winter
making haul pulp this winter.
baskets.
OBI TUARY.
Misses Laura Luce and Elrverna
p. W. Mason went to
Portland Marwick were in Farmington Friday
forenoon on business.
Monday noon on a business trip.
GEORGE FRANK B EAL
H. J. Bates has been ill the past
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler and
Mrs. P. W. Mason spent Sunday with few days, suffering from biliousness.
It is seldom that the death of one
His daughter, Miss Vivian Bates had
friends in Phillips.
A host of friends in this
and charge of hi® store during his ill person causes as much sincere regret
and sorrow as that of George Frank
surrounding towns will be pleased to ness.
i
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs
and Beal who passed away Sunday, Novem
welcome Miss Myrtle Pushee
back
ber 7, rom injuries received by che at
from her home, where she has spent Mr. and Mt s . E. H. Howard spent
tack of an infuriated bull the Friday
Sunday at- New Sharon, the guests
the past few weeks.
night before, the deceased being 70
Mi&s Helen Piike, the
Primary cf Dr. and Mrs. O. B. Head.
years old.
Rev. John Dunstan will preach a
teacher, was called to her home at
Mr. Beal was born January 29, 1845,
Livermore Falls last week by
the Thanksgiving sermon at the Mile on the Mile Square in Avon, on the
illness of her parents and sisters, Square school house, Friday evening place now owned
Wilson C. Beal.
all of whom a re’ ill.
Her place in of this week, at 7.30 p. m.
The deceased was a resident of tho
Mrs. Ellen Kilkenny returned ^Ion- town in which he died all of his life
school was taken . by Mtfss
Alice
day night from Farmington, where with the exception of one year spent in
Wilcox of Now Vineyard.
with the West.
Irene, little daughter of Mr. and she ha® spent the past week
Mrs. Earle Kingsley has been quit© relatives and friends.
At the age of 15-, he moved with his
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton and parents to the farm where he died.
ill the past few days.
The ladies of the Methodist church son, Maurice went to Farmington He was the son of Harrison and Dor
are arranging for their annual * fair Wednesday to attend “ The Birth of cas Butler Beal.
July 4, 1870 he was united in mar
which is to be held February 22. The a Nation” and from there went to
following is a list of the committees : Farmington Falls to spend Thanks- riage ;o Miss Alma M. Brown of Free
Apron table, Mrs. Mary W ill (chair eiving with her parents, Mr. and Mrs* man. Of this union came four chil
dren, Mrs. Winfield Dodge of Salem;
man), Mrs. Emma GiiLm.au, Mrs. El William Blending.
Mis® Freda Mitchell and
friend Herman of Phillips; Clara of Portland,
len Kilkenny, Mrs. Reliance Daggett;
ice cream, Mrs. Clara Smith, Mrs. front Wilton are spending the week and Henry of Phillips.
On July 26, 1883, his wife died and
Minnie Phillips, Mrs. Avis Whiting; end with Mi®s Mitchell’s parents,
October 4, 1884, he took for his second
waitresses, Mrs. Ella Vining, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell.
Dr. J. W. Nichols of Farmington wife Mrs. Ella Leadbetter Lovejoy, a
Alice Real, Misses Faye Mitchell,
was
a professional caller in town widow with two children, Everett
Nellie Sample, Mina Durrell, Bessie
Lovejoy of Lowell, Mass, and a daugh
Burns, Miss Dorothy Norton; fancy last week.
ter,
Annie, who died in girlhood.
Principal
Vincent
F.
Pottle,
Misses
work, Mrs. John Dunstan (chairman)
This union, as well as the former one
Flint
Mts. Maria Toothaker, Estella Leath Bernice Morrill and Claris®
proved a happy one and to the mother
ers, Mrs. Mary Ninde; food
table, a"e spending the week-end with rel
less children she was a mother indeed.
Mrs. Grace Will (chairman),
Mrs. atives at Farmington.
From this last marriage two children
Raymond Starbird, Miss
Mariort
Georgie Leighton, Mrs. Mary Kings
came to bless their declining years,
ley, Mrs. Mellie Bradford, Mrs. Mel- Starbird, Mrs. Walter Bradford and George H. of Strong, and Linwood,
%sa Luce; white table, Mrs. Susie Mr. and Mr®. Fred W. Look took an who with his father owned and success
Raggett (chairman), Mrs. Lelia Luce, automobile trip to Farmington Mon fully operated one of the largest and
Mrs. Ida Robbins, Mrs. May Lewis; day evening and attended ‘‘-The Birth best equipped farms in town.
mystery table, Misses Hazel Mitchell, of a Nation.”
He is also survived by three grand
The friends of Mrs. C. B. Richard children, M s. Eugene Lishemess and
son are sorry to learn of her recent Francis Beal Dodge of Salem and An
M OTHERS—
ihness.
All hope for her speedy nie Ella Beal of Phillips; two sisters,
WATCH I R R I T A B L E C H I L D R E N '
Strong,

Mrs. Wm. Welch of Freeman and Mrs.
That fever, paleness, grinding of
Wm. Wilson of Sterling, 111.
teeth while asleep, and coated ton
LO C A T IN G T H E T R O U B L E .
Mr. Beal was a man of rare judgment,
gue are indications that your child :
When one is suffering from back and prominent in public affairs, Having
has worms in its system.
Kickapco
Worm Killer quickly gets rid of the® *1ache, rheumatism, lumbago, bilious served as selectman for 14 years, and
parasite®.
It is perfectly ®a,fe for ness, sharp pains, sore muscles, and being chairman nine years. He was
even the most delicate children. It stiff joints it is not always easy to also collector of taxes and constabk
but several years as well as holding many
is pleasant to take, has three affec locate the source o f trouble,
nine
times
out
of
ten
it
can
be minor offices.
tive medicinal qualities:—acts as a
Mr. Beal always took a deep interest
traced
to
overworked,
weakened
or
laxative, expels thie worm®, and tones:
Foley
Kidney in politics, being a staunch Republican
up the system.
Bogin treatment to diseased kidneys.
of : until he joined the Progressive cause in
day and eliminate the cause of ir Pills have benefited thousands
1914. He had served many years on
sufferers.
Floyd E. Parker.
ritableness.
25<L

ThesePalmolive Toilet Specialties
Worth $1.9 0 Cost You
Every adver
tisement of a
toilet article
claims that the
article is the
best. It is up to
you to find out
for yourself.
That you may
know the merits of
Palmolive toilet spe
cialties, we make this
iberal offer, so it will be
easy for you to take ad
vantage of it.

See What You
Get for 59c
These articles are worth
$1.90, for they arc full size
—not samples—
6 Cakes Palmolive Soap, worth $ 0 .90
1 Jar Palmolive Vanishing Cream “
.5 0
1 Bottle Palmolive Shampoo . . .
“
Total Value, $1.90

Take advantage of this remarkable offer.
. Cut out the coupon now—fill it in—and present
it today. Don't delay. Our allotment under this
spee*il offer is limited.
Better get your assort
ment today.

FLOYD E. PARKER,
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

PHILLIPS, MAINE

MILE SQUARE

! PURE RICH BLOOD
Nov 22.
PREVENTS DISEASE
of Portland

Mrs. Ida Whittemore
was in town the last of the week.
Bad blood,—that is, blood that is
Mrs. Woodman Bubier is caring for impure or impoverished, thin and
Mrs. U. S. Jacobs of Phillips who has pale,—is responsible for more ail
ments than anything else.
been ill for some time.
It affects every organ and function.
Louise Worthley recently visited her
In some cases it causes catarrh; in
grandmother, Mrs. J. M. Worthley at others, dyspepsia; in others, rheuma
E. H. Whitney’s in Phillips.
tism; and in still others, weak, tired,
Vivian Marden, who been attending languid feelings and worse troubles.
school in Strong, has had to leave on
It is responsible for run-down
conditions, and is the most common
account of illness.
The hay pressers are at work at W. cause of disease.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla is the greatest
C. Beal’ s place. L. B. Kinney runs
purifier
and enricher of the blood the
the press.
world has ever known. It has been
Mrs. Harold Libby and son Montford wonderfully successful in removing
of Phillips, were guests of Mrs. George scrofula and oilier humors, increasing
Dunham the last of the week.
the red-blood corpuscles, and building
up the whole system. Get it today.

REED'S MILL.
Nov. 22.
Mrs. Sarah Pomeroy, who passed the
96th anniversary of her birth on Nov
ember 9th, was much pleased to re
ceive many postcards from friends; also
other tokens of remembrance, among
which was a box of assorted candies
and a birthday cake from “ Fly Rod.”
Although the afternoon of last Wed
nesday was very cold and blustering,
there was a good number who attended
the Ladies' Circle which met with Mrs.
Nathan Beedy and Mrs. John Hinkley.
They will meet on December 1, with
Mrs. Lydia Dunham.
Floyd Reed is sawing pulp with Clyde

Itown committees.
The deceased was a member of
! North Franklin Grange.
The funeral was held at the resid
ence of the deceased Tuesday, Novem
ber 9th, Rev. M. S. Hutchins officiat
ing. The interment was in Mile Square
cemetery.
The fbral offerings were: Basket of
flowers with the word “ Husband” , Mrs.
G. F. Beal; pillow with word “ Father, ”
sons and daughters; lavender and white
chrysanthemums, Mr. and Mrs. Eu
gene Lishness; white pinks and ferns,
Master Francis Dodge; white pinxs,
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Beal; assorted
pinks with ferns, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Thomas and daughter Ida; wreath with
insignia P. o f H., North Franklin
Grange; bouquet of white and lavender
chrysanthemums, Social Service Club ;
of Phillips; bouquet of chrysanthe- j
mums, Miss Lillian Toothaker; day
break pinks, Miss Tressie .C arroll;'
white pfuks, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Noble; j
white pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Al- !
len; white pinks. Mr. and Mrs. Cony J
Hoyt; assorted pinks, Miss Irene Ful
ler; red roses, Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Haley; daybreak pinks, Mr. and Mrs.
John Dunham; assorted pinks, D. E.
Lamb and family.
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
WOODS A N D
R EAD A L L
T H E LO C A L NEWS.

Don’t think because you have tak
en many remedies in vain that your
case is incurable.
Hood’s Sarsa
parilla * has cured many seemingly,
hopeless case® of scrofula, catarrh,
rheumatism, kidney complaint, dy
spepsia and general debility.
Take
Hood’s.

Hathaway.
The school in the Stowers’ district
with their teacher, Miss Hazel Webber
gave a pie supper and entertainment
at the schoolhouse on Saturday night
which were much enjoyed by those
present. Some over $4.00 was realized
1from the sale of the pies which will be
used for the benefit of the school.
Services at the church November 28,
at 10 30 a. m.; Miss Leathers will
preach. The services last Sunday were
very interesting and helpful. The
meeting was led by Clifford Wing who
Iread a message from our pastor, Miss
! Lillian Leathers which was much enI joyed by all present.

Solid Comfort
P IP E , a book and a handy lit
A
tle Perfection to keep the cold
from creeping under the w indow
and up through the floor— there’s
com fort for you.
It takes the PERFECTION SMOKE
LESS O IL H E A T E R just five
minutes to make you cozy and
warm. It’s light and easy to carry
— portable com fort for bedroom,
bathroom and den.
T h e Perfection is inexpensive, too
— a gallon o f oil gives ten hours
c o m fo r t . W h y be chilly w hen
com fort is so cheap?
S T A N D A R D O IL C O . O F N E W Y O R K
(Principal Stations)

New Y ork

Albany

Buffalo

Boston

Look for theTriangle Trademark.
Sold in m any styles and sizes at
all hardw are, furniture, general
and department stores.
Look
for the P e r f e c t i o n C ozy Cat
Poster.
Highest award P a n a m a -Pacific
Exposition

jaiMifH

MAINE

JO

W O OD S,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE,

N O V E M B E R 25, 1915.

will settle for his loses up to that
d i' not ent&r the school until the 8tli morning.
eplhone line.
Gussie"
Buchanan
had
the
misfor
day
date.
Nial Moody is at work for Ralph week has been present every
Pinworms or stomach worms are some MicLaughlin cutting bircih.
since entering.
Miss Sargent wild, tune to sprain hi® arm very badly
of the most dreaded diseases of children.
one day la,st week.
Fred Dodge visited his parents in spend her vacation at her home in
John W. Hall of Cumberland aven
Signs of worms are: Deranged stomAll will be glad to know
~
ach, swollen upper lip, sour Farmington over Sunday.
Although Phillips.
ue bias returned freon a hunting trip
stomach, offensive breath, there is seme snow here he returned that she will return for the winter
in the Maine woods where he had th
hard and full belly with oc
term which opens November 29.
casional gripings and pains in lihs Ford auto.
good fortune to get two deer. One
about the navel, pale face
School closed last Saturday
for
of
these hi© sold before he was out
of leaden tint, eyes heavy one week’s vacation before the win
TAYLOR HILL
*and dull, twitching eyelids,
o?
the woods but brought the other
ter term.
Those not tardy
were
Trade Mark itching of the nose, itch
Lome
and a fine one it is too. Mr.
ing of the rectum, short dry cough, Faye Sweetser and Roland Welch, n
Kingfield, M.e., Nov. 16, 1915.
Nov. 22.
Hall went with, a party of friends
grinding of the teeth, little red points absent were Faye Sweetser, Roland
To
the
Editor
of
Maine
Woods:
Mrs. B. T. Band has bought the Goi*
sticking out on tongue, starting during Welch, and Victor McLaughlin.
I have three cows that I am, keep from away, all of whom enjoyed the
don mill at New Vineyard and we
sleep, slow fever.
outing to the utmost.
The
teacher,
Miss
Minnie
Buker,
T)r. True’ s Elixir, the family Laxative and
also understand that he has sold his ing a record of their production and
Worm Expeller. will surely and quickly expel returned to her home in Weld Satur
think
perhaps
i,t
might
be
of
inter
j farm on Taylor Hill and will soon
wsrms, correct upset «tomach and constipation.
Adults are also benefited, and write me letters day afternoon for her vacation.
Several
hunters from
Lewiston
i move to . New Vineyard. Very sorry est to your readers.
like this: ” Dr. True’ s Elixir has done me a world
Lester Gould lias returned
heme
Nancy, a four-year-old pure bred went to Turner recently deer hunt
of good. John Glass, Houston. Texas.
At all
t'• lose them.
dealers’, 35c. 50c and $1 00. Advice free.
from school at Philliip® on account
They report having found
Jersey,
weight 840 pounds,
calved ing.
Frank Greenleaf will move
Ills
of ill health.
March 7th last.
Began weighing h.er “ good hunting, but no deer.” ' SevJn
AUBURN, MAINE
The Oherton League met last week family onto the Be®worth farm, so- milk March 15th.
In eight months era] deer have been seen in that
with Mrs. J. H. Welts. It w ill'm eet called,, in New Vineyard in a few she gave 5,758 pounds milk; average town during th© past few weeks and
1December 1st with Mrs. R. E. M-c- weeks.
butter fat 5.55% containing
319.56 two does have been shot there thus
Mr. Morton Vaughan’s family has pounds
[Laugilllin.
butter fat equal to
375.88 far.
I Geo. Rarnjum and son, Harold are moved into the Kershner house.
pounds butter.
! visiting in Boston this week.
Mrs.
Lee Daggett of Starks was a call
Peggy, a four-year-old pure bred
; Barnjum accompanied them as far as er in this part of the town recently. Jersey,
weight. 845 pounds,
calved
Miss Sadie Bates is ajt home for a May 8th, began weighing milk May
Slcihool® in Avon closed last Friday |Farmington to visit a few days with
/
15tli.
In six
months She gave
much needed rest.
for the Thanksgiving vacation.
The Mrs. G. L. Savage.
The usual family gathering of the
4,075% pound® milk, average butter
winter term- in the Mt. Blue, Cusftir
Meeham family will meet this year
fat 6.03% containing 245.77 pounds
man and Worthley districts will open
with, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Mecharn. on
SALEM
butter fat, 289.02 pounds -Ibutter.
Phillips, Maine.
for an eight w eek s’ term; on
Nov
Thanksgiving.
Queenie, a high grade Jersey, girth,
ember 29th and the Mile Square
M o n u m e n t s , H e a d sto n e s,
six feet, 7 years old, calved
June
school will open on December 6th.
Nov. 22.
20th,
began
weighing
milk
July
1st.
T
a b le t s , M a n tle Shelves,
The same teachers have been se
The vilage school will close Wed
EAST WELD
In
four
months
she
gave
3,922%
Lbs.
cured that taught the fall terms.
nesday for two week®.
and
milk, average 5.2% butter fat, con
Cushman school closed November
There is an entertainment at the
Nov. 22.
C
e
m
e
t
e
r
y
W
o r k o f a ll Kindg
taining 203.97 pounds butter fat,
19th after a profitable twelve weeks’
Delbert Buker went to Lewiston town house Tuesday evening, the pro 239.95 pounds, 85% butter.
term.
A treat of mixed candy was Thursday, the 18th.
ceeds to go toward a Christmas tree
These cows have run in a poor
much enjoyed by the children.
George Railey and J. H. Adams of J for the children.
pasture, but the feed was supplement
P H IL L IP S
ME.
This school lias a new set of eight Lewiston spent a few days last week
Revival meetings which were- held ed with millet and fodder corn
maps in a cabinet and a flag pole a> C. T. Sanborn’s camp on the Gam at the church last week will be con
All orders by mail or in persoi
through August and September and
purchased with the proceeds of a mon Ridge.
tinued another week.
have received a minimum grain rat promptly attended to.
pie supper last spring.
Harry Rand of Carthage pressed
G. E. Berry fell from a staging ion composed of corn, meal, cotton
Those not absent for the
term several lots of hay in town last week while at work on the parsonage seed, wheat, bran and middlings.
are Raymond Orbeton, Robert Sweet with, a gasolene engine.
stable and was injured quite badly.
O. C. Dolbier.
E. P. E. Foster, who was injured
ser, Walter Perry.
Absent one day,
Between 25 and 30 men gathered to
by a falling tree died quite suddenly work on the minister's barn Friday
Iona Deraps, Robert Orbeton.
H e a d q u a r te r s fo r everything
about 1 o ’clock on the morning of ai d a good amount of work was
in the h a r d w a r e line
November lltli.
He seemed to be done.
The ladies furnished a baked
NORTH PHILLIPS
gaining and wanted to sit up Wednes bean dinner at the bearding house
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith's
day.
Dr. Marshall thought his sud to which the men did ample justice.
Nov. 22.
Supplies,
Doors, Windows, Stores,
den death was caused by an injured
Mrs. Daniel Plaisted ha® been on
Mrs. Fred Kenniston went to Lew artery near tille heart.
Fox hunters ane welcome to this Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport*
the sick list for the past week.
iston last Friday for a few
days’
Miiss Minnie Buker is heme for a
Ferry ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnisb,
Fred Childs and Mrs. Eva Sim tip and A. G. Dill of the
visit with, her daughter, Mrs. John week’s vacation.
She came on the mons of East Wilton were recent road, Lewiston, would be pleased if
Gha.tbu.rn.
tradn to PI dll ip® station and then visitors in town.
they would gather in Ini® section and Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Edwin Chick, Guy Welts and Ar heme by carriage.
exterminate
the red foxes, which has Automobile Supplies, etc.
Rev. D. F. Burns of Cambridge,
thur Hinkley each secured a nice
He
a ho bas been here for the past week been robbing his chicken farm.
We buy for the lowest spot cash
deer last week.
says that since early last summer he
returned horn Monday.
prices and give our customers the
M L BLUE AVON
Andrew Hinkley of Boston is visit
ha® lost about 210 chickens and 100
benefit of the same.
ing relatives on Bray Hill this wqek.
hens.
He was for a long time in
Nial Moody, who ha® been visiting
STRATTON
Nov. 22.
doubt as to how they were disapfriends in Farmington, returned home
Merle R. Keyes of Chesterville was
nearing, but at last was able to lo
last Saturday.
in this section on a hunting trip re
cate the thieves.
The red foxes
Nov. 22.
A n u m b er from this place attended cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond are moving being protected by a State law un
the box supper at the Stowers’ schoolC. F. Davis of Farmington spent into, the up-stairs rent in the Rand til Nov. 1, Mr. Dill is wondering who
house last Saturday evening and re last week at “ Blue Meadow Farm.”
|house.
port a fine time.
Supt. J. A. Norton
visited the ! The village schools will close Wed
C H E A P E R T H A N H O M E -M A D E .
Mrs. Aura Chick and Miss Minnie school last Friday.
nesday for the Thanksgiving vacation
You cannot make a good cough
Smith were guests one day last week
Tlie fall term of school of 12 week cf three days.
medicine at home for as little as you
of Mrs. Ella Nickerson.
in this district c’ osed November 18th
Scott Jones and a friend from New
Mrs. Mary Pickard and son were and has been a success. The children Portland are in town for a few days’ pay for Foley’s Honey and Tar, nor
A n e w lin e o f D ressers of
can you be sure of getting the
week-end guests of Mrs. Myra Moody have been interested and very regu
hunting.
fresh, full strength, clean and pure a ll d e s c r ip t io n s .
lar in their attendance. There have
L. T. Hinds is cutting puip for the materials.
Did you ever hear of a
been 10 pupils registered, but only Great Northern Paper Co. and board
LAST MADRID
home-made cough medicine doing the
eight have been members cf
tbe ing at home.
work that Foley’s is doing every day
school the entire term.
Yet six,
Nov. 22.
Mrs. Grover Leighton and
two all over the country? Floyd E. Park
Albert Coffren, who i® at work for Raymond Sampson, Gerald Sampson, children, Alice and Bion of Farming- er.
Sadie ton, are visiting relatives in
Vose at Redington, was a guest at Harry Smith,, Sadie Smith,
town
P h illip s ,
Maine
Smith, Velma Smith and Ida Wilbur and will also visit her parents, Mr.
Geo. Gould’s over Sunday.
and
N O TIC E .
El win Webber cf Phillips was in have not been absent one-half day and Mrs. Myron Stevens at Chain of
STRONG - MAINE.
the place recently repairing the teflr and there has only been one maTk of Pond farm.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
tardiness.
Laurel Thompson, who
Dr. Bert Peabody of Richmond was
that he has be©n duly appoint- j
visiting relatives in town last week;
BRAIN B L O O D -S U P P L Y M U S T BE
ed
administrator
with
the will j ---------------------------------------------------- ^
he made the trip by automobile.
annexed of the estate of Wes,
GOOD. M A D E O V E R A G A IN .
Mrs. May Barnes of Flagstaff is goHoar, late of Phillips, j
Mrs. Jennie Miner, Davidson, Ind., ine to move into the rent formerly ley N.
in the County of Franklin, deceased, j
The importance of having pure writes:
‘ ‘I can truthfully say Fol
Office over National Bank. ,
occupied by Mrs. Laura Lee.
and given bonds as the law directs. All
blood is perhaps never more deep ey Cathartic Tablets are the best I
A very heavy thunder and light
;
Maine
persons having demands against the j Phillips,
ly impressed on u® than when we ever used.
They are so mild in ac
ing shower passed over this place in
estate of said deceased are desired j Both ’ Phones
are told, by physiologists, that if the tion.
I feel like I had been made
the night Friday or early Saturday
to present the same for settlement,
They keep stomach
brain is supplied with impure blood, over again.”
and all indebted thereto are request- j
nervous and bilious headache, confus sweet, liver active and bowels regu
ed to make payment immediately.
ion of idea®, loss of memory, impair lar
They banish constipation, indi
J. BLAINE MORRISON
WRITS A. Hoar.
ed intellect, dimness of vision, and gestion, biliousness, sick headache.
October 19, 1951.
dullness of hearing, are experienced, Fioyd E. Parker.
Local people are surprised at the
and in time the brain becomes dis
QUICK results received from simple
organized and the brittle thread of
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insunu*
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as
N O T IC E .
]i*e is broken.
I
mixed In Adler-i-ka, the German ap
The more we learn of the useful
The subscriber hereby gives notice
pendicitis remedy.
E. H. Whitney,
ness of the great blood
purifier, '
that
®he has been duly appointed ad
Hcod’s Sarsaparilla, the more grate a n d C a r r ia g e R e p a ir in g and druggist, states that this simple rem ministratrix of the esta te of Step li
edy
antisepticize®
the
digestive
sys
ful we are for this old and success
en K. Pullen, laite of Kingfield, in
ful family medicine, which has ac P a in tin g d o n e in first-cla ss tem and draws off the impuritties so
DEN TIST
thoroughly that A SINGLE DOSE re the Counity of Franklin, deceased,
compli,isihed so much in
removing
Hours
8*to
12, 1 to 4.
Evenings by
and
given
bonds
as
the
law
directs.
m anner by
move® sour stomach, gas on the
scrofula, rheumatism and catarrh and
appointment.
All
persons
having
demands
against
stomach and constipation INSTANT
oilier blood diseases and correcting
the estate of said deceased are de
LY.
run-down conditions of the system.
5000 C ords
sired to present the same for settle
If you need a blood
purifier, get
ment, and ail indebted thereto are I Peeled Spruce, Fir ard Poplar Pulp*
wood wanted, delivered at any static*
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
RAN G ELEY,
M AINE
requested to make payment immed- : on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes RLately.
between Farmington and Rangeley M*
between Strong and Salem
t h a t w ill
Ruth Pullen.
A . W . M c L e a r y , P hillips, Me
November
16,
1915.
PLEASE YOU

Guard Children Against W orm s

D0LB1ER HAS
PRODUCTIVE COWS

SCHOOL NEWS
IN AVON

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

HERE, THERE
AND EVERYWHERE

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C. Higgins. M. D.

BIG SURPRISE TO MANY
IN PHILLIPS

Attorney ^ at - Law

AUTOMOBILE

D r . W . J. C a rte r,
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a quarter of an hour. The men came
silently in and out, and as silently home.
worked, and as silently rested, while
Little Miss Piper of the Morning
the girls carried that heavy burden of Planet, a somewhat withered and
women’s hardest labor; waiting!
puckered little woman, who had sense
Greggory was the first to give out, enough to dress so as to excite noth
then the injured motorman. When ing but pity, quietly slipped on her
their turns came, they had not the ugly little bonnet with the funny rib
strength nor the air in their lung®. bon bow in the back, and hurried out
Strong McCarthy was the next to join to the magnificent residence of Mrs.
them.
CBy
Phyllis Worthmore, who loathed pub
The shifts had reduced to two, of licity and had photographs taken once
George Randolph Chester
two men each, by now; Ted and old a month for the purpose.
and Lillian Chester
Tim, and Allison and the rector; and
The result of that light-hearted and
these latter two worked double time. light-headed interview, in which Mrs.
Their lips and their tongues were Phvllls Worthmore, bv special request
-T — —
—
— — .
parched and cracking, and in their 'Tas not. qn ted suddenly sprang on
Illustrated by C. D. Rhodes
periods of rest they sat motionlessly ; the startled eyes of Gail, when she
facing each other, with a wheeze in leaped through the Sunday Morning
V ,'A V .V .V .V /.V .V .V A V V A V the drawing of their breath. Their Planet at eight o’clock next morning.
stentorian breathing could be heard An entire page, embellished in the
(Copyright, 1914, by the Red Book Corporation)
from the forward end of their little center with a beautifully printed pho
SYNOPSIS.
tunnel clear back into the car, where tograph, was devoted to the sensa
Chapter I—At a vestry meeting of the three girls were battling to pre tional beauty from the middle West!
the Market Square church Gail Sar- serve their senses against the poison Around her were grouped nine
eent listens to a discussion about ous gases which were now all that smaller photographs: Allison, Dick
the sale of the church tenements to they had to breathe. Acting on the Rodley, Willis Cunningham, Houston
Edward E. Allison, local traction rector’s advice, they had stood up in Van Ploon, Rev. Smith Boyd, a sallow
the 'car to escape the gradually rising youth who had danced with her three
king, and when asked her opinion of level of the carbonic gas, stood, as the
times, a count who had said “ How do
the church by Rev. Smith Boyd, says time progressed, with their mouths you do?” and sailed for Europe, and
't is apparently a lucrative business agape and their breasts heaving and two men whom she had never met.
enterprise.
sharp pains in their lungs at every All these crack eligibles were classi
Chapter II—Allison takes Gail rid- breath. Arly dropped, silently crum fied under the general head cf “ Slaves
<ng in his motor car.
When he sug pling to the floor; then, a few minutes to Her Witching Smile,” and a big,
later, Lucile, and, panic-stricken by boxed-in list was given, in extremely
gests he is entitled to rest on the the thought that they had gone under,
black-faced type, stating, in dollars
laurels of his achievements, she asks |Gail felt her own senses reeling, when and cents, the exact value in the mat
the disturbing question:
“ W hy?”
suddenly, looking ahead through eyes rimonial market of each slave; and
Chapter III—Gail, returning to her which were staring, she saw a crack the lively genius who had put together
this symposium, by a toweringly happy
Uncle Jim’s home from her drive of blessed light!
There was a hoarse cry from ahead! thought conceived in the very height
with Allison, finds cold disapproval
in the eyes of Rev. Smith Boyd, who The crack of lighrt widened. Another of the rush hours, totaled the whole,
and gave it as the commercial worth
is calling there.
one appeared, some four feet to the of Gail’s beauty and charm. It ran
Chapter IV—At a bobsled
party right of it, and Gail already fancied ,
Gail finds the world uncomfortably that she could &el a freshening of the |
full of men, and Allison tell® Jim Sar air she breathed with such tearing
gent that his new ambition* is
to pain. Against the light of the open- j
ings, two figures, the only two which
conquer the world.
were left to work, strove, at first with
Chapter V—Allison starts a cam1- the slow, limp motions of exhaustion,
paign for consolidation and control and then with the renewed vigor of
of the entire transportation system approaching triumph. She could dis
of the world.
tinguish them clearly now, by the
CHAPTER VI—Gail becomes popu light which streamed in, the stocky,
strong figure of Allison and the tall,
lar and Aunt Helen thinks it neces
sinewy figure of the rector. They were
sary to advise her as to matrimon working frantically, Allison with his
ial probabilities.
coat off, and the rector with his coat
Chapter VII—Allison gains control and vest both removed, and one sleeve
of transcontinental traffic and ar- |torn almost entirely from his shirt, re
ranges to absorb the Vedder court vealing his swelling biceps, and a
tenement property of Market Square long, red scratch. Gail’s senses were
numbed, so that they were reduced to
church.
almost merely optical consciousness,
Chapter VIII—Gail visits Vedder so that she saw' things photograph
court, and meeting Boyd there, tells 1 ically; but, even in her numbness, she
hUn that the cathedral.
Market realized that what she had thought
Square church proposes to build will a trace of weakness in the rector, was
be out of profits wrung from squal-; only the grace which had rounded his i
strength.
or.
The two figures bent inward toward
Chapter IX—Gail becomes the ten - 1 each other. There was a moment of
ter of magnetic attraction for the \mighty straining, and then the whole
men of her aunt’s social set.
center between the two cracks rolled
Chapter X—At a meeting of the away. A huge boulder had barred the j
seven financial magnate® of the coun path, and its removal let down a rush
try, Allison organizes the Intemat- j of pure, fresh air from the ground The Mere Instinct of Self-Preservation
Drove Gail Forward.
above, let down, too, a flood of daz- j
ional Transportation Company.
zling light; and in the curving, under
Chapter XI—Rev. Smith Boyd tin- j
rim of the opening, stood the two stal- j into thirteen figures, including the dol
dertakes Gail’s spiritual instruction wart men who were the survival of lar mark and the two ciphers for
and Gail unconsciously gives A llison 1 the fittest! The mere instinct of self- ceffts.
When Lucile Teasdale and Arly Fosa hjnt that solves the Vedder court preservation drove Gail forward, with
land
arrived at Jim Sargent’s house
a cry, toward the source of that lifeproblem for him.
at ten o ’clock, and had been let in
Chapter XII—Cn an
in spec tier • giving air, and she scrambled through
’at the side entrance, they found Gail
trip in Allison’s new subway the tun- j the window and ran toward the two dabbing her eyes with a powder puff,
men. They came hurriedly down to
»el caves in and imprisons the party
meet her, and each gave her a hand, i taken from a little black traveling bag
which stood open at her side. Arlene
who are rescued by Allison and Boyd,was a second later than Lucile in
(Continued from last week.)
C H A P T E R XIII.
clasping Gail in her arms, because she
"The balance o f you sit down, and
had to lift a traveling veil. The tw'o
Gail Dodges the Spotlight.
keep rested,” ordered Allison, now
girls expressed their condolence and
Immediately
after
Gail
had
reached
also up in front. “ McCarthy, Boyd
their horror of the outrage, and vol
and I go first.”
. j home from the accident in the sub ubly poured out mere sympathy; then
The long struggle began. The girls way, and had been put to bed and they sat down and shrieked with
grouped together in the back of the given tea, and had repeatedly assured i laughter.
car, moving but very little, for there the doctor there was nothing the mat
“It’s too awful for words!” gasped
was much broken glass about. Up in ter with her, they brought, at her ur Lucile. “ But it is funny, too.”
gent
request,
copies
of
the
“
extras,”
front the three men could be heard
Gall’s chin quivered.
making an opening into the debris which were already being yelled from
“There should be a law against such
through (he forward windows. They every street corner and down every things.” she broken-heartedly re
quiet
residence
block.
talked a great deal, at first, strong,
turned, in a voice which wavered and
The accounts were, in the main,
capable voices. They were interfer
halted with the echoes of recent sobs.
ing with each other, then helping, more or less accurate, barring the fact ! “I’ll put the Planet out of busi
combining their strength to move that they started with the assumption ness!” stormed Jim Sargent, stalking
heavy stones and the like, then they that there had been one hundred in j up and down the library, with his fists
were silent, working independently, or Allison's party, all killed. Later is clenched and his face purple. “ I’ll
sues, however, regretfully reduced the
in effective unison.
bankrupt them!” and he paused, as he
Tim Corman was the possessor of a number of dead to forty, six, and i passed, to reassuringly pat the shoul
finally
none,
at
which
point
they
be
phosphorescent-faced watch, with 22
der of poor Aunt Grace, who. sat per
came more or less coherent, and gave
fectly numb holding one thumb until
an
exact
list
of
the
people
who
were
|
jewels on the inside and a ruby on
the bone ached.
the winding stem, and he constituted there, the cause of the accident, and
“The press is the palladium of our
a most appreciatively accentuated his- |
himself timekeeper.
national liberty, Uncle Jim,” drawled
tory of the heroic work of the men. :
"Thirty minutes,” he called out. “ Its
the soothing voice of Ted.
Although she regretted that her pic- ■
our shift.”
“ You can’t do a thing about it,”
ture had by this time crept into the
The men crawled in from outside,
public prints, grouped w'ith the mur- i counseled Gerald Fosland, a stiff-look
but they stayed in the front compart
ders and defalcations of the day, she ing gentleman who never made a mis
ment. The air was growing a trifle
was able to overlook this personal take of speech, or manner, or attire.
close, and they breathed heavily.
“ Shucks, Gail!” suddenly remem
discomfort as one of the minor pen
"Good-by, girl,” called the gayly fu
alties which civilization has paid for bered Lucile. "The Big Faulkner re
nereal voice of Ted Teasdale. “ Hus
its progress, like electric light bugs ception is this week, and your gown
band is going to work.”
and electric fan neuralgia, and the was to be so stunning. Don’t go
Another interminable wait, while smell of gasoline.
home!”
the aif grew more stifling. There was
Mrs. Helen Davies cast on her
In the meantime, the representa
no further levity after Lincoln and the
feather-brained daughter a glance of
tives of the gay and care-free and ab
motorman and McCarthy had come
solutely uncurbed metropolitan press, severe reproof.
back; for the condition was becoming
“ Have you no sense of propriety,
w'ere by no means discouraged by the
serious. Some air must undoubtedly
Lucile?” she warned. “Gail, very nat
fact that they had not been able to
he finding its way to the car through
urally, cannot remain here under the
secure much, except hectic imaginings
circumstances. It does great credit
the loose debris, but the carbonic acid
from the exterior of the Sargent
gas exhaled from a dozen pairs of house. They were busy in every other to her that, immediately upon realiz
lungs was beginning to pocket, and possible direction, w'ith the same com ing this horrible occurrence, she tele
the opening ahead, though steadily mendable persistence which we ob graphed to her mother, without con
sulting any of us, that she was return
pushing forward displayed no signs
serve in an ant to drag a grasshopper
ing.”
o: lessening solidity.
up and down a cornstalk on the wray
“ I just jwanted to go home,” said
- They established shortei shifts now;
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A R E YO U R K ID N EY S W E L L ?
Gail, her chfn quivering and'her pretty
throat tremulous with breath pent
from sobbing.
Many Phillips People Know the Im
“It’ll blow over, Gail,” argued Uncle
portance of Healthy Kidneys.
Jim, in deep distress because she was
going so soon. If she had only stopped
The kidneys filter the blood.
long enough to pack up, they might
They work night and day.
have persuaded her to stay. “Just for
Well kidneys remove impurities.
get it, and have a good time.”
Weak kidneys allow impurities to
“Jim,” ordered the stern voice of
Aunt Helen, “ will you be kind enough multiply.
to see if anyone is out in front?”
No kidney ill should be neglected.
“ Certainly,” agreed Jim, wondering
There is possible danger in delay.
why his wife’s sister was suddenly bo
If you have backache or urinary
severe with him.
troubles,
“ It’s time to start,” called Ted with
If you are nervous, dizzy or w'orn
practiced wisdom allowing ten min
out,
utes for good-bys, parting instructions
Begin treating your kidneys at
and forgotten messages.
once;
The adieus were said. Aunt Grace,
Use a proven kidney remedy.
clasping Gail in her arms, began to
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney
sob, out of a full heart and a general
need for the exercise. Gerald Fosland Pills.
took the hand of his wife and kissed
Recommended by thousands.
it, in most gallant fashion.
Proved by Phillips testimony.
“ I- shall miss you dreadfully, my
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips says:
dear,'1 he stated.
;
“
My
back pained me constantly for
“ I shall be thinking of you,;> re-1
-Tiohded Arlene, adjusting her veil.
1six months and was very stiff and
I was tired most of the time.
\fr« Davies drew Arlene into the sore.
On a friend’s advice, I got Doan’s
uv. in; rc>m.
“ It was so sweet of you to agree to Kidney Pills. After using two boxes,
accompany Gail,” she observed. “ It the pains and tired feeling left me.
would be useless to attempt to influ Doan’s Kidney Pills have myy highes
ence her now, but I look to you to endorsement.” *
bring her back in a week. Her pros
Price 50^, at all dealers.
Don’t
pects are really too brilliant to Ije simply ask for a kidney remedy—
interrupted by an unfortunate episode get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
of this nature.”
that Mrs. Kennedy had.
Foster*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Miiburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
One could readily see that no devia
tion from his routine confronted Ger
ald Fosland this morning. He had had slow ly towards liimT'
his plunge and his breakfast, his mail
“What do you hear from Arly?” she
and his paper laid before him, and inquired, holding up her hand as if
yet there was something ghastly about to shield her eyes from the fire, and
the feel of the house. It was as if studying him curiously from that
somehne were dead! Gerald Fosland shadow.
made as radical a deviation from his
“ Much the same,” he answered; "ex
daily life as he ever had done. He cept that she mentions Gail’s popular
left his mail unopened, after a glance ity instead of her own. She had her
at the postmark; he left his paper un maid send her another trunkful of
read; he picked up his hat and gloves clothing, I believe,” and he fell to
and stick, and started to leave the j gazing into the fireplace.
room. As he passed the door leading
“I am very much disappointed In
to Arly’s apartments, he hesitated, and ; Arly,” worried Aunt Helen. “I sent
put his hand on the knob. He glanced ! Arly specifically to bring Gail back in
over his shoulder, as a guilty con | a week, and they have been gone nine
science made him imagine that a serv ; days!”
ant was coming in, then he gently
“ I’m glad they’re having a good
turned the knob, and entered. A tiny time,” observed Jim Sargent. “ She’ll
vestibule, and then a little French-gray j come back when she gets ready. The
salon, and then a boudoir, all in deli New York pull is something which
cate blue, and sweet with a faint, deli hits you in the middle of the night,
cate, evasive fragrance which was like and makes you get up and pack.”
the passing of Arly. Something made
“ Yes, but the season will soon be
him stand, for a moment, with a trace over,” worried Aunt Helen. “Gail’s
of feeling which came to awe. He did presence here at this time is so Impor
not notice, until afterwards, that he tant that I do not see how she can
had tiptoed.
neglect it. It may affect her entire
He went on to the dainty blue bed future life. A second season is never
room, and looked earnestly about it, so full of opportunities as the first
then he went hack to the boudoir and one.”
seated himself on the stiff chair in
“ Oh,
nonsense,”
laughed
Jim.
which he had, on rare occasions, sat i “ You’re a fanatic on matchmaking,
and chatted with her. He remained ! Helen. What you really mean is that
there perhaps half an hour. Suddenly ! Gail should make a choice out of the
he arose, and called for his limousine, matrimonial market before it has all
and drove to Teasdale’s. They w'ere ; been picked over.”
out, he was told. They were at Mr. i Lucile watched Gerald with intense
Sargent’s, and he drove straight there. interest. She could scarcely believe
Somehow, he was glad that, since they I the startling idea which had popped
were out, they had gone to Sargent’s. into her head! Gerald’s only appar
ent deviation from his normal attitude
He was most anxious to. see Lucile.
“ Just in time to join the mourners, i had consisted in abstractedly staring
Gerald,” greeted Ted. “W e’re doing a into the fire* instead of paying polite
i attention to everyone.
^
very solemn lot of Gailing.”
“ I’ll join you with pleasure,” agreed
(To Be Continued}
Gerald, feeling more at home and
light of heart here than he had any
where during the day. Lucile seemed
C U R E D BOY OF CROUP.
particularly near to him. “Have you
any intimation that Gail expects to
Nothing frightens a mother more
return soon?”
than the loud, hoarse cough of croup.
“None at all,” stated Aunt Helen,
w'ith a queer mixture of somberness Labored breathing, strangling, chok
and impatience. “ She only writes ing and gasping for breath demand in
about what a busy time they are hav
stant action. Mrs. T. Neureuer, Eau
ing, and how delightfully eager her
Claire,
Wis., says: “ Foley’® Honey
friends have been about her, and how
popular Arly is, and such things as and Tar cured my boy of croup
that.”
after other remedies failed.” Recom
“Arly is popular everywhere,” stat
mended
for coughs and colds. Floyd
ed Gerald, and Lucile looked at him
wonderingly, turning her head very BL Parker.

IC E C R E A M
D E L IC IO U S
An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting1 attention o f the
auto parties who go through
Strong.
Call on us your next
trip.

C. E. DYER,
S TR O N G ,

MA I N E
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Mr. A. D. Woodrow of
Rumtford
joined his wife in Phillips, Saturday.
Mrs. Woodrow has been caring for
Mrs. Charles Gould and little son.
The Methodist church i/s the reci
Mias Louise Davenport, who has
Rev. John Dunstan of Strong will
pient o f a handsome marble top table
preach, ip the S'choolbouse on the been at home for a few weeks with
presented by Mrs. Mary Parker.
Mile Square, Friday evening, Novem her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred DavThis useful and ornamental article
er port returned to Lewiston last Sumber 26, at 7.30.
will ever stand in the dh.urdh ais a
Mrs. E. C. Hiiiggins went to Heb day where she will be in the em reminder of this most estimable lady.
ron last weeik for a visit with rela ploy of Mrs. S. E. Austin a.s she has The church extends its hearty ap
been for several months. Misis Dav
tives.
preciation and thanks.
Made by the Davis N ew Process. A good wear
enport was quite ill while at home
Hollis Holt and Howard True gave
There will toe no meeting of the
ing, com fortable boot for w inter.
Made in two
with
eczema.
a grafonola dance a.t the Grange hall
1913 Club this week.
The hostess
styles—
small
ankle
and
large
ankle.
We
are
sorry
to
report
that
Mrs.
last Saturday evening which was en
last week wa® Mrs. A. D. Graiffiam.
Delia Toothaker has been quite ill Refreshments were served.
Sizes 2 1-2 to 8,
$2.00
joyed.
for the past wreek or two suffering
The Christmas. Present Club was
Ed White is surely the fortunate
from the effects of a shock.
entertained Tuesday afternoon
by
•hunter for last week he shot apother
Ardine Swe-etser passed a few days Mrs. H. H. Field. Refreshments wrere
deer in the vicinity of where he shot
the fine buck the week before. This jn Boston last week, accompanying served.
Vinton Hough on his way to PineMr. and Mrs. Glidden Parker and
one wa's a good doe.
hurst, N. C., where he will be em Mr. -and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison mot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Derry and
ployed in a hotel this winter.
Mr. ored to Farmington Monday evening
Charles Pinkliam were in JTairtmiingHough has been clerk at Pdickford’s to attend the ‘‘Birth of a Nation.’ ’
ton one day recently.
' Camps for two seasons past and has
The Methodist Sunday school lias
Fred Moulton, principal of
the the reputation of being very capable
begun preparations for its1 Christmas
Grammar school, passed Sunday with in this work and popular with the
concert which, will toe held in tie
his mother in North Jay.
guests.
church, with its usual Christmas tree
In 'a personal note from Mr. S.
George Whitney has moved back on Friday evening, December 24,
Vf. Parlin who is stopping at West into his old home and says he feels Christmas Eve.
Medford, Mass., he says:
“ I am very much at home now, in fact the
Dr. E. C. Higgins lias been attend
quite comfortably slitua’ted here, but only time since he left it four years ing Mrs. U. S. Jacobs who has been
would muesli prefer to live in ago.
E. H. Whitney is moving into having a serious time with blood poi
Phillips among people whose an Fie rent vacated toy Mr. Whitney and oning in her hand.
W e are glad to
cestors I have known for
70 the owner, Mr. Dexter Toothaker, is report her condition much improved.
years or more, and know that Lh,ey expected back from the West this
Mrs. Do nil am. of Hebron is
the
■were good
and
true.
I am week when he will also move in, Mr. euiest o f her daughter, Mrs. E. C.
M ade in all styles and kinds fo r m en, wom en and
taking a thorough course of the high Whitney and Mr. Toothaker living to Higgins.
children.
f ,~:
ly extolled Var-ne-sis, to see if it gether and having Mrs. Jennie Worth
M en’ s leather top, 8-inch and 12-inch.
Thanksgiving night dance, four piec
will not do for me what others claim ley for housekeeper.
es of music, 50 cents per couple.
it has done for them.”
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Faroliam Dance as late as you wish.
have moved into their home recently
Sixteen members of the King’s
O U R J I T N E Y O F F E R — Th is and 5^. purchased of the Phillips Hardware Daughters braved the elements last
Friday evening and attended the
DON’T MISS THIS.
Cut out this Co.
Messrs. E. W. Voter and Prank meeting held with Mrs. Fannie Re
slip, enclose with five cents to Fol
ey
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your Horeyseck returned from the vicinity cords, and they were repaid by a ver
name and address clearly. You will of Ken neb ago the latter part of last pleasant and profitable evening. After
receive in return a trial package con week having enjoyed a hunting trip the routine business was concluded
taining Foley’s Honey and Tar Com with Messrs. Eben and Charles Ham the entertainment committee intro
They duced a cake walk in which eight
pound, for coughs, colds and croup, den at the former’s camp.
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cath brought home one deer and the mem ladies participated, representing dif
ories of a first-class outing.
artic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.
ferent cakes for the others to guess
on.
Mists Cora Wheeler was the
■winner of the first prize, a cake of
^ O T T iQ T T
F r u its , C o n f e c t io n e r y , S a lte d P e a n u ts
chocolate and Mrs. W ill Leavitt was
U L iO n
a n d C h e s te r R a isin s.
con soiled toy a can of Old Dutch clean
er.
The hostess served cocoa and
AT
delicious cookies of various designs
and concoctions which were very de
licious.
The committee chosen for
the Thanksgiving work were Mrs.
Eva Toothaker, Mrs. C. H. McKenzie
•and Mrs. Everett Knapp,
i The good luck of Biwin Webber
j is following him this fall for
last
i week lie shot a handsome 10-point
buck in Dallas.
Mr. Webber brings
them down every fall.
Lew Noble of Bowdoin ’16 came Sat
urday night to pass the Thanksgiving
E v e r y d a y b r in g s s o m e t h in g n e w f o r C h r is t m a s . With
recess with his parents, Hon. and
o u r b a s e m e n t w e s h a ll b e a b le t o g i v e y o u a
Mrs. N. P. Noble.
He expects a
friend Wednesday of this week.
la r g e r a s s o r t m e n t o f o u r r e g u l a r lin e .
J. Scott Brackett of Bowdoin ’16
A ls o d is h e s , t o y s , e t c .
came Wednesday night to spend
Thanksgiving at home.
On Friday
B u t t e r i c K P a t t e r n s in S t o c K
his friend Earle Stratton c f Bowdolin
will visit him for over the week-end.
Mrs. Bertha M. Perkins, the mil
liner, and her trimmer, Mis® Merrill
will close the season in their busin
ess for this fall-and will return to No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maiue
Farmers' Tel.
Parkman for the’ winter seme time
this week.
Miss Louise Newcomer of Harper’s
lege this fall, will come Thursday
Ferry, W. Va., who entered Bates Co
night to remain until
Monday the I
l
■
B e e f L iv e r
guest of her cousin, Miss Miriam ■
■
W E N T T O T H E H O S P ITA L
Brackett.
Miss Newcomer is the
B e e f H eart
I
!■
daughter
of
Mrs. J. C. Newcomer, for m
C. E. Blanchard, postmaster, Blan■
B
e
e
f
T
o
n
g
u
e
i chard, Cal., writes:
“I had kidney merly Miss Celeste Brackett who is
F resh P ork
I■
1trouble so bad I had to go to the well-known in Phillips where she liv !m
■
j hospital. Foley Kidney Pills com- ed for some years, and also attended
H a m a n d B a co n
school.
Miss
Louise
is
living
in
Dletely cured me.”
Men and women
I■
C orn ed B e e f
aunt,
■
j testify they banish lame back, stiff Lewiston wth her uncle and
F ra n k fo rts
j joints, sore muscles and sleep dis Mr. and Mrs. G. W- Wood while at
I
■
turbing bladder ailments.
Floyd E. tending college.
m
S au sage
■
Parker.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

The Sedgeley Store
CUSHION TREAD

GOLD SEAL RUBBERS

T O O T H A K E R ’ S CASH STORE

CHRISTMAS GOODS

j

C. M. HOYT,

I
|

F A C T S FOR S U F F E R E R S

The
Phillips National Bankf
during alterations and ad
ditions to their present
building will be located in
Beal Block in the rooms
over the stores o f C. F.
Chandler & Son and Cony
M. Hoyt,

I

■
■

C la m s a n d O ysters
Pain results from injury or con
I
gestion.
Be it neuralgia, rheumat ■
■
All at
m
■
ism, lumbago, neuritis,
toothache,
sprain, bruise, sore stiff muscles or
I
m
■
■
whatever pain you have yields to
Sloan’s Liniment—brings now fresh
J
blood, dissolves the congestion, re- j
lieves the injury, the circulation is I
free and your pain leave® as if by
magic.
Tllie nature of its qualities i
penetrate immediately to the sore j
spot.
Don’t keep on suffering. Get
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment.
Use P E E L E D SPRUCE FIR AND
it.
It means instant relief.
Price
PO PLAR
25^. and 50tf. $1.00 bottle 'holds six
times as much, as the 25f. size.
P u lp w o o d
d e liv e r e d
at

i
I
i

BEAN'S
Wanted

Phillips National Bank Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS
PHILLIPS, - MAINE

J

T r ip e

I

any

p o in t

R iv e r a n d

o n lin e o f Sandy
R a n g e le y

R a ilr o a d .
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
HALEY
S oft Drinks.
Phillips,
Open until 11 P. M.

Lakes

& F IE L D
. Maine

